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a:

LIST OF SYMBOLS

the mass nu~~er of a nucleus, Chapter I.

the constant term in the quadratic expression for

RE (k), Chapter II.

abbreviation for the expression

L+l L L+lE {(L+l) a L - (2L+l) a L + L a L },Chapter III.
odd L

denotes a particle above the Fermi sea, Chapter II.

when put inside a ket vector 'a' means a plane

wave with momentum k a , Chapter II.

the spin independent part in the most general

expression for the reaction matrix, Chapter III.

the coefficient in the volume energy term of the

semi-empirical mass formula, Ch~pter I.

the coefficient in the surface energy term of the

semi-empirical mass formula.

the coefficient in the Coulomb energy term in the

semi-empirical mass formula.

the coefficient in the syITmetry energy term of

the semi-empirical mass formula.

the ranges of the Gaussians fitted to the effective

potential, Chapters IV and V.

S-l/2ik, Chapter III.

the diagonal matrix element of a where the super-

script gives the total angular momentum and the

subscript the orbital angular momentum.
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ex. :

1
ex. :

b:

c:

c:

c. (i=1,5) :
1

x:
XL (k O,r) :

J
XL'L:

the off-diagonal matrix element of ex. with the super-

script denoting the total angular momentum.

the off diagonal matrix element of ex. when the total

angular momentum is 1.

1same as ex. , p. 63, last line.

denotes a particle above the Fermi sea, Chapter II.

when put inside a ket vector, 'b' means a plane

wave of momentum kb , Chapter II.

the radius of the hard core in the two-nucleon

potential, Chapter II.

the symbol multiplied by i(=~) stands for the

coefficient of the vector-like term (0
1+0

2).n inv-- ~ __

the most general expression for the reaction

matrix, Chapter III.

the strengths of the Gaussians fitted to the

effective potential.

the radial part of the wave defect ¢-1jJ.

the radial of the defect R Chapter II.part wave ~ (r),

the radial part of the wave defect corresponding

to an unperturbed wave of angular momentum Land

a correlated wave function of angular momentum

L'. J is the total angular momentum, Chapter II.

the spin wave function of total spin sand pro-

D:

jection ms .

.. 1 2 ~l.r'an abbrevlatlon for 0 .r 0 .r + v

""" """

vi
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d:

/1:

/1 ' :

the cut-off distance beyond which the potential is

assumed to be zero.

a parameter which defines the energy gap between

a particle of momentum ~ kF in the Fermi sea and

a particle of the same momentum above the Fermi sea.

similar to /1 except that the momentum is zero in

this case.

6: the Dirac delta function, Chapter I, p. 9.

•
o(r-r' ) :

E:

E:

Knoecker a-symbol with 0 =0 if r f s
rs

=1 if r = s.

the Dirac delta function, Chapter III .

generic name for the energy of a particle either

above or below the Fermi sea, Chapter II.

abbreviation for crl.r l cr 2 .r + crl.r cr 2 .r', Chapter III.-- ..,......- ---
ER"ER,II,Em,En : the energy of a particle in state 90, til, m, n ... ,

Chapters I and II.

E (k) : the energy of a particle of momentum k.

E(ka ), E(kb ): the energy of a particle in a state of momentum

k a , k b ·

e:

e:

exp:

the reference spectrum approximation to E(k) .

the energy denominator.

the exponential function, Chapter II, p. 21.

the exponential function

the effective energy denominator in Kuo and Brown's

sense (Ref. 60).
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e :

£ (k ' )

£ (p) :

J av:

JS
FLL' (r) :

the energy denominator using nuclear spectrum.

same as ~.

the energy denominator in the reference approximation.

(l-Q)eR, Chapter II, section B.

the energy density of nuclear matter, Chapter I.

the Bessel Fourier transform of the radial part

of the wave defect XL' Chapter II, section A.

the Bessel Fourier transform of X~'L' Chapter II,

section A.

the Bessel Fourier transform of the wave defect

with spin S, isospin T and projection M.

the average of )~ over sixteen spin and isospin

state.

the radial part in the partial wave expansion of

fm:

(l-Q)v 1J1 Sm (kO,r).
s

femtometer; 1 x 10-13 cm.

G:

G :s

G
R

:

JS
G

LL
, (k,k

O
)

the reaction matrix in Brueckner theory.

the reaction matrix corresponding to the short

range part of the two-nucleon potential.

Gs for the case of free scattering.

G for a system of bound llucleons.s

the complete reaction matrix in the case of a

system of bound nucleons.

the reaction matrix in the reference approximation.

the partial G matrix element for total angular

momentum J and total spin S but off-diagonal in orbital

angular momenta L,L' and also in momenta k,k
O

.
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g:

g (r) :

g' :

g":

H~ (x) :

:NL(r) :

h:

h' :

h":

the components of the G matrix jn 8m representations

Gss for singlet, Gll for 8=1 ms=l and so on.

this symbol in combination with h forms the co

efficient of the tensor-like terms 0~ X 0~ X- ......

d 1 2 . th 1· f han £.! [. ; ln e most genera expresslon or t e

reaction matrix, Chapter III.

2 * 2abbreviation for -y - m vL(r) - L(L+l)/r , Chapter

II, p. 41.

that part of g which contains diagonal elements of a

in the expression for g in terms of matrix elements

of a, Chapter III.

that part of g which contains nondiagonal elements

of a in the expression for g, Chapter III.

d
- dr log J:{L (r) .

defined by the relation y2 = p2 + m*(2A - W).

y2 is an effective energy, Chapter II.

iL+l(ix) h~(ix), Chapter II.

r;}L (kOd H~ (yr) /H~ (yc) , Chapter II.

this symbol in combination with g forms the coefficient

1 2 1 2of the tensor-like terms 0. X 0. X and 0. x 0. x in the_ 'V'-

most general e~pression for the reaction matrix,

Chapter III.

that part of h which contains only the diagonal elements

of a in the expression for h, Chapter III.

that part of h which contains only the nondiagonal

elements of a in the expression for h, Chapter III.
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h (r) :

+hL(x) :

i:

J ,J' :

- m*vL(r) ~L(kOr), Chapter II.

the out going spherical Hankel function, Chapter II.

1-1.

total angular momentum quantum number.

the Ricatti spherical Bessel function of order L

and argument x.

K:

k:

k:

k a , k b • • :

k
F

:

k
O

:

k' :

K:

the spherical Bessel function of order Land argu-

ment x.

the z component of the total angular momentum.

the spherical Bessel function of order zero. The

argument has been suppressed, Chapter III.

the spherical Bessel function of order 2. The

argument has been suppressed, Chapter III.

the centre of mass momentum, Chapter II.

the relative momentum of the scattering particles,

Chapter III.

the momentum of a particle

the momenta of particles in states a, b ..

the Fermi momentum.

the relative momentum of u pair below the Fermi sea,

Chapter II.

the relative momentum of a pair above the Fermi

sea, Chapter II.

unit vector in the direction of k O.

density x wound integral

(wound integral = J x2 (r)d3r).
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L:

L',L",L"' :

t:

M:

m:

m:

mI:

m" :

*m:

m :s

the orbital angular momentum quantum number.

the orbital angular momentum quantum numbers,

Chapter II.

denotes a particle below Fermi sea, Chapter II.

the projection of the total spin S.

denotes a particle below the Fermi sea, Chapter II.

I 2the coefficient of the tensor-like term 0 .n 0 .n
v- ~

in the most general expression for the reaction

matrix, Chapter III.

that part of m which contains only diagonal terms

of a in the expression for m.

that part of m which contains only diagonal terms'

of a in the expression for m nondiagonal.

the effective mass, Chapter II.

the effective mass for hole states, Chapter II.

the projection of the spin S.

11: cos 8; 8 is the scattering angle.

N:

N:

n:

n:-
Q:

the neutron number of the nucleus, Chapter I.

normalization constant, Chapter II.

denotes a particle below the Fermi sea, Chapter II.

denotes a unit· vector perpendicular to the scattering

plane, Chapter III.

volume of the box in which the normalization is

carried out.

normalized probability of occurrence of a pair of parti-

cles with relative momentum k O in the Fermi sea.
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w:

P:

Pav

P' :

PL(]J)

Pi (]J) :

M
P

L
(]J) :

¢ :

¢ :

t
1T :

If :

ljJ (r) :

R
ljJ (r):

Q:

frequency such th0t hw = oscillator strength, p. 80.

auxiliary function in the Ridley method, Chapter II.

the average momentum of a pair of particles, Chapter II.

the average value of P for a given value of the

r~lative momentum k
O

.

I - Q; Q is the Pauli operator.

the Legendre Polynomial of order L and argument ]J.

the derivative of PL(]J).

the associated Legendre Polynomial of order Land

projection M and argument ]J.

the uncorrelated wavefunction.

that part of ¢ which describes the relative motion.

the uncorrelated wavefunction with total spin S,

total isospin T and projection M.

the azimuthal angle, Chapter III.

the projector which choose only the triplet state.

the correlated wavefunction.

the true nuclear correlated wavefunction.

If in the reference approximation.

that part of If which describes the relative motion.

that part of If~ which describes the relative motion.

the correlated wavefunction with spin S and spin

projection m .
s

the Pauli operator.

the quadratic spin orbit operator.

the coordinate of the centre of mass.
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r:

J:":

r:...

r' :

p:

S:

S :

s:

1a :

2a :

T:

e , :rr

U:

U:

U (k) :

U (b) :

JSULL , :

the relative coordinate of a pair of particles.

unit vector in the direction of E, Chapter II.

unit vector in the incoming direction in the

scattering plane, Chapter III.

unit vector in the outgoing direction in the

scattering plane, Chapter III.

the density, Chapter I.

the total spin, Chapter II.

the scattering matrix, Chapter III.

the tensor operator.

the auxiliary function in the Ridley method,

Chapter II.

spin of particle 1.

spin of particle 2.

total isospin.

the third component or projection of T.

the scattering angle, Chapter III.

angle between rand r', Chapter III.- "'"

general name for potential energy, Chapter V.

average potential energy, Chapter II.

the potential energy of a particle with momentum k.

the potential energy of a particle in the inter-

mediate state above the Fermi sea, Chapter II.

the radial part of the correlated wavefunction for the

case with total angular momentum J, total spin S. L'

indicated that the unpertu.rbed was of angular momentnm

L' and L is the orbital angular momentum of the

correIa Lc.:d 'Nave.
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,U
20

,

U
02

,U 22 :

J
ULLII :

the correlated wave function for relative momentum

k
O

and the relative separation r, Chapter III.

the Lth partial wave of the correlated wavefunction.

k
O

= relative momentum,r = relative separation.

J8
same as ULL " with J=l, 8=1

(the deuteron state) .

J8same as ULL, . 8 has been suppressed, Chapter III.

the radial part of the correlated wavefunction in

the reference approximation, Chapter II.

same as uL(kO,r), the arguments have been suppressed.

u: abbreviation for 1(1.+1)

Chapter III.

(1.+2) a L+ l + 11.(1.-1) I.-I
a

V:

V:

V (r):
c

V
T

:

VOO ,V02 '

v20 ,V22 :

the two-nucleon potential, Chapter III.

abbreviation for 1(1.+2) (1.+1) a L+ l - 1(1.-1)/1. a L- l

Chapter III, p. 54.

the central part of the potential, Chapter III.

the strength of the spin-orbit part of the potential.

the two-nucleon potential in the angular momentum

state L.

the strength of the tensor part of the potential.

the matrix elements of the potential for total

angular momentum 1, the subscripts give the two

orbital angular momenta involved.
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CHl\.PTEf<. I

INTRODUCTION

The concept of a potential has been very successful

in explaining the behaviour and interaction of two charged

particles and also in the field Of gravitation. This idea

was, therefore, carried forth to explain the interaction

between Vila nucleons \lhen the interactions were specific-

ally of nuclear origin (i.e. not of the electric or gravi-

tational type or for that matter, not the so-called "weak"

interac tion) " I-t seemed doubtful \"lhe-ther this idea would

work in the high energy region where the nucleons are moving

with relativistic velocities, but at low energies the:; concept

Inay be quite:; valid. The experimental basis on which one

construe cs such a potential is the -cwo-body scattering data.

In a typical expe:;riment one shoots a proton beam at a target

containing neutrons or protons and looks for the devia-cion

of the projectile. These data could then be used to extract

phase:; shifts, \·,hich in turn can be fitted by a potential.

The h'1O-nucleon potential turns out to be pretty complicated

and there could be more than one potential which would fit

the knmm data. rfo make things

Iphase shifts from the state So

It was sho,tin by Jast::rovl(l) tha-t

I

worse it was found that the

changed sign around 250 MeV.

I
to make the:; So phase shift
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change sign one needs strong short-range repulsion e.g.

a liard core.

It is known that to calculate nuclear structure

or various o~her nuclear properties one ideally should solve

the N-body Schr8dinger equation with a potential acting

between the various pairs of nucleons. This is mathema

tically unmanageable and also, this procedure does not give

too much ~1ysical insight. On the other hand, one might

use a well known procedure. One assumes that the various

pairs of nucleons in a nucleus interact amongst themselves

in such a WRy that the interactions average out to form a

one'-body poteni.~ial. This one-body, po'tential resembles a

harmoni c o~3cilla tnr potential at short distances. lIm'lever,

it is cleor thc.J,t some "residual" interaction vJill also be

left. One gon0rally considers this residual interaction

only between the "valence" particles. This procedure can

give a good description of the nucleus and is, in fact,

the shell model of the nucleus. The residual interaction

that- o1"e uses is, hOI-lever, a well behaved potential and

generally one constructs these in such a way that a good

fit to energy levels and other experimental data can be

ohtained.

At the basis of the shell model js the Hartree-

Foe]:::. method of nuclear struct.ure calculations. This method

is well known and is given in many places(2). In this method

the parJcicles move in a "self consist.ent" fi eJ c1 generPl.toc1
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by the interaction of other neighbouring particles on it.

Here also one must use a two-body force through which the

particles would interact. But we have seen that the sca-

ttering data seem to indicate infinite repulsion at short

distances. In the shell model and so also in the Hartree-

Fock method the particles move independently of each other

except for the fact that they have to obey the Pauli

principle. This means that at times one nucleon may find

itself at a very close distance from another. This sort of

uncorrelated motion would make the matrix elements involved

in the calculation
o

become infinite if one uses two-body

interactions with hard core. Thus, it must be recognized

that at short distances the motion of the nucleons becomes

highly correlated. This was first done by K. A. Brueckner

and his coworkers (3) . They started with a perturbation-theo-

retical approach and showed that if a certain class of

diagrams corresponding to the various terms in the per-

turbation series could be summed to all orders then this

would incorporate short-range correlations. One would then

be able to handle even singular potentials. If one uses
o

the technique of Feynmann diagrams then in this summation

one encounters the so-called "unlinked" diagrams in addition

to the linked ones. Ther~ appears a convergence problem

in the theory if one has to consider these unlinked diagrams.

Brueckner showed by explicit evaluation to fourth and sixth

order that these diagrams need not be considered. He could
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not, however, generalise the result. This was done by

Goldstone (4) who used the technique of second quantization

and showed that only the linked diagrams need be considered.

The details of the Brueckner theory has been given in

several places(S) and we do not wish to repeat it here.

Essentially, this method is similar to the Rartree-Fock method

but the strong short-range forces are taken care of by

allowing the two interacting particles to scatter any number

of times before they finally return to the sea of occupied

levels. The resulting effective interaction is a sum of
o

matrix elements of the interaction potential v which alternate

in sign. This resultant effective interaction is called the

G matrix and its matrix elements between states of two

particles of initial momentum tm and final momentum ~Iml

are written as

<~ ImI IG I~m -m ~ >

== <~ 1 mI I v 1~m-m,~>

- 1:. L:'
2 ~"m"

<~ 'm' Iv I~ 11 m11 -m II ~ II > 1
E~,,+Em,,-E~-Em

<~t1mt11GI~m-m~> ( I-I)

where the prime on the summation indicates that 1~lIm"> must

be some unoccupied intermediate state so as to satisfy the

Pauli principle. More formally,

(1-2)
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where Q is the PclUli operator which forbids scattering int.o

states which are occupied. The structure of the G matrix

is similar to that of the t or K matrix in the 'theory of

scattering of two free particles. It differs only through

the presence of the operat,or Q and also the fact that the

energy denominator contains the binding effects of the

nuclear medium.

The G matrix is very hard to calculate in the case

of a finite nucleus because the system is finite and has

surface effects. In other words one has to keep track not

only of the relative coordinate r of the interacting pair

hut aJso of their centre of mass coordinate R. Furthermore

the operator Q will he very complicated in this case. So

the earlier at'cernpts \\7ere devoted to Cl hypothetical system

called nuclear matter. This system is infinite in extensJon

anJ cont:Ci.ins an equal Dum})e]~ of n(~utr()ns and protons. All

staL:es up to a c<::,.·tain momentnm leI" callce) the Fermi momentui'l.

are fiJ led up. Horeover the Coulomh int.eract:ion betvleen

protons is neqlected. Such a system will have a binding

energy per particJ.c equal to the first term in the semi

eMpirical mass forrnula(6) which may be written as follows

. (1--3)

Also the system should saturate and the saturation density

should corr~spond to the central density of a heavy nucleus.
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Nuclear matter has a great advantage that as the system is

translationally invariant the wave functions are plane waves

and the Hartree-Fock self consistency problem is simple.

The first numerical calculation of the binding energy of

nuclear rna tter was done by Bruecknc;j and Gammel (7) who

directly solved the integral equation: This procedure

was capable of great accuracy but co~plicated to carry out

in practice. So there was a search for simpler methods.

An irnportan~ step in this direction was made by Moszkowski

( 8)and Scott who shm'led that the theory is greatly siI1.1plified

if the nucleon-nucleon interaction is separated into a short-

ran~e part V
s

and a long-range part v~. They set up a cri

terion for this separation and showed that the short-range

part could then be represented by a reaction matrix G .s

This reaction matrix G is not very different for nuclear
s

matter Irorn that fOJ: free nucleons. The long-range part

vi could be treated by Born approximation in nuclear ~atter

but this is noJc pass} bIe for free nucleons and a very different

resul t is obtained. '1'he cri t.crion for sepoxa tion mentioned

b h h } .. P
fa ove was t at t e Slort-ranQC re~ctlon matrlx G or

~ s

nucleons should vanish so that one has to treat vi in the

Born approximation aDd also to calcul.J.te the difference

G
N - G

F
• HOSZKUI,')ski and Scott shovled hO\"l t.o do this but

s s

fur1.:her studies

calculation for

hy

N
C s

K8hler(9) showed that their method of

F
- C might not be sufficiently accurate.

s

In 19 G3, Bet.he, Bl:anc1o~'J and Petschok (10) caine up wi th the
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idea of reference spectrwQ me~hod which provided a simple

Nbut quite accurate approximation to G. This approximate

G, generally written as GR could be improved to the desired

degree of accuracy by adding correction terms which are

easy to calculate.

was

The application of Brueckner theory to finite nuclei

f . d 1.-- }_. - ] 1 ,] . t ( 11) h
~lrst ma e uy Bruec >.11e)_ r Gamme _ anc 'le1 zner . T ey

observed that the theory ~ets highly complicated when one

directly uses it for finite nuclei. In a Hartree-Fock cal-

culation as one goes from one iteration to another, one is

faced with the self consistency problem because the wave-

functions used in producinS the non--local H-F potenti~l

should be the same as one o~tains after the calculation.

In other words, when th~ self consistency is achieved one

gets back the same wave function as one starts with. In

nuclear matter, this problem is trivial because one kno~s

before hand that these are plane waves. In finite nuclei,

hOvlever, as one goes from 0l!.8 iten,::tion q)n + <P n+1 the

energy denominator in (1--2) get.s cllangc(l. 'l'his is the

double self consistency problem e~countered in finite nuclei.

Brueckner, Gammel and Weitzner circumvented this

difficulty by an approximation. They found that the short-

range correlation structures contained in G involve distances

of the order of 1 fm and made a prescription that if the

density density does not vary appreciably over this distance

one can take the G matrix from nuclear mRtter at that density
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-.
and treat this as the effective interaction for doing Hartree-

Fock calculations.
Cl

Another approach is to start directly from the

oscillator basis and to do Brueckner theoretic calculations

with them. This was done by Kohler and MCCarthy(12} and °also

somewhat differently by Becker, MacKeller and Morris(13).

One is thus left with two choices. Either one should derive

some effective interactions from a fundamental basis and

use them in Hartree-Fock calculations or use the Brueckner

theory in its full glory following the footsteps of Kohler

and McCarthy.

Side by side with the Brueckner Hartree-Fock theory
o

other simple theories of the Thomas Fermi type have been

developed on similar ideas. Berg and Wilets(14) developed

a phenomenological theory which used some fundamental ideas

of nuclear matter theory. They defined an energy density of

nuclear matter £{p} which is a function of the density p.

This function contained an attractive and a repulsive part

in addition to the kinetic energy. Each of these functions

were r~presented by suitable powers of density. These were

multiplied by some coefficients which were chosen to give

the correct binding and equilibrium density. In addition

to these a term was introduced to allow the variation of the

energy density as the nuclear density changed with position.

Thus an idea of the "local energy density" was introduced.

There were many other attempts made in this line by various
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workers and mention mCl.y be made of the work by Hara (15)

and of Kumar, LeCouteur and Roy(16). Hara used nuclear matter

theory extensively. He used a long-range attractive potential

wi~h a 8-function repulsion at the surface of the core.

This repuJ.sion was dependent on the density as pl/3 while

the attractive part was independent of density. He fixed

para~eters to give correct binding energy and density for

nuclear matter. He determined the surface thickness by a

variational calculation and obtained a value which was

10 - 20% too large. He obtained the surface energy to be

about 23 - 28 MeV compared to the empirical value of 18

MeV. Kumar et al. used 2n cxrression for energy density

similar to that of Berg and Wilets but attempted to connect

the parameters with the. work of Brueckner, Gammel and

1"Jeitzner. But. they found that the attractive force used in

the work of Brueckner's group did not have enough density

dependence and they fixed their mm paraDletcrs. They found

good agreernent vlit.h exp(~rintentCtJ. dat.a. Recently, Bethe (17)

vlOrked on the Thomas Fermi theory and made maxiwum use of

the informa U on obtained from nuc'rear rna tter calculations.

He fonnd that. the local density approximation v:ould be good

even at the nucloar surface \dth certain correct.ions.

'rhus the current practice is to ma](e extensive use

of nuclear matter results in calculating the properties of

f:inite nucloi. It will, therefore, not be out of plac~ to

give a brief l:evie"liJ of the prcsc:mt status of nuclear IOcd:.ter
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calculations. After the first calculation by Brueckner and

Gammel numerical calculations were made by Brueckner and

Masterson(18) and by RRZClVy(19). Brueckner and Masterson

used the integral equation method and used the Yale poten

tial(20). Razavy, on the other hand, used the reference

spectrum method and used the Hamada-Johnston potential(21).

Both of these calculations yielded a value of about 8 MeV

per particle for binding energy of nuclear matter which

is half the empirical value of about 16 MeV. Their saturation

density was also too low compared to observed data. Further

Brown, Schappert and wong(22) pointed out corrections to

these calculations 'iYhich reduced the binding energy further.

At t_his stage i-t was pointed out by Raj aramo_n (23) that the

Brueckner-Goldstone series does not converge order by order

and that a rE~arranqem8nt in terms of the nun-,ber of hole--

lines was necessary. It was Bethe(24) who succeeded in

summing three-body cJ.uster diagrams to all orders in the

interaction and when the caJ.culations were done by Bhargava

and sprung(25) a further gain of about 5 MeV in binding was

obtained. This treatment of thre6-body energy and also that

in the work of Kirson(26) were not correct. It was later

found by Bethe(27) that the three-body clusters had a rather

small contribution to the binding energy so that one could

put the potential energy of the intermediate states equal

to zero and later add the three-body contribution to that

from the two-Lady clusters. This method was advocated by
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Brown and used by Azziz(28) but Azziz did not include the

p states in his calculations. A calculation using this

prescription of putting only kinetic energy in the intermed

iate state was performed by Dahlblom(29) and by Sprung and

Banerjee(30). The reference spectrum method was used in these

calculations. The authors used both the Reid soft core and

hard core potentials(3l) which are given state by state.

For higher partial waves (J > 2) they used OPEP. It was

found that some amount of attraction could be obtained from

some of the higher partial waves whereas OPEP gave repulsion.

So an improvement on this point was necessary. Finally

Kallio and Day(32) put forward a method of solving the

Bethe-Goldstone equation directly and calculated the binding

energy for Reid soft core and Reid hard core potentials.

But they worked only at normal density and used OPEP for

states with angular momentum J > 2. Their results were

very nearly self consistent and provided a good check on

the reference spectrum results of Sprung and Banerjee.

These results confirmed the convergence of the reference

spectrum method. Kallio and Day used an angle averaged

Pauli operator and used only the kinetic energy in the

intermediate states. The angle averaged Pauli operator is

a good approximation for the operator Q as observed by

Brown, Schappert and Wong and also investigated by Kohler(33) .

K8hler finds that the angle average approximation is quite

accurate and uses the matrix inversion method in his cal-
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culations. He also finds that the averaging of the centre

of mass momentum used in the Pauli operator is also quite

accurate and muy give only an error of .1 MeV in binding.

The mot:iv0.tion for the present "lork ,'ms that although

a lot of infornla·tion ol)·tained from nuclear matter calcula-

tions is being used particularly in Thomas Fermi theory,

an effective interaction derived from such calculations has

not been extensively used in Hartree-Fock calculations.

The aim is therefore to give a clear prescription of con

structing such effective interaction and to actually con-

struct one from t.he most accurat:e m.:tclear mat';;er calcula-'

tions. As there are still no nuclear matter results availa-

ble using the exact methods like ·thos(~ of Kallio and DCl.Y

for modern phenomenological potentials like Reid's over a

range of den3i ties and c}.lso resolving SOT,le of t.he ('1,111bi9-

uities of tho higher pa~tial wave contributions there,is a

need for one more calculation incorporating all these. Such

a calculation ,..Jill also enable one to know the binding enenJY

of nuclear matter as exactly as possible under the present

state of the theory. In Chapter II we have described the

formalism and results of our nuclear matter calculations

for the Reid soft core potential and for the potential of

Bressel, Kerman and Rouben(3~.In Chapter III, the idea of a

density dependent effective interaction has been introducod

and a clear pre;;cription of obtaining these has been givc,,-.-}.

In Chapter IV we have discussed the resul1':8 obtained from
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these calculations and a sin~le study of the density depen

dence has been made. In Chapter V we have been led to the

conclusion that the tensor force is the main mechanism of

density dependence in these effective forces. While dealing

with the remnant tensor force a qualitative agreement with

the Kuo-Brown prescription of using effective energy denom

inators has also been found.



CHl\PTER II

NUCLE1\I<. MAT TIm. CALCULATIONS

The main ohjective of a nuclear matter calculation is

to obtain the reaction matrix define0 by the equation

oG = v -- v--- G
eN

(II-I)

where v is the potential, Q is the Pauli operator and eN is

the energy denomina tor \'1hich is chosen with a neg a ti ve sign

so as to make it positive-definite. Equivalently, one can

inierest oneself in calculating the correlated wavefun~tion

~N' An equation for ~N can be developed by noting that

GQJ = v ~I
N

(11-2)

where ~ denotes an uncorrelated wave function which, in the

nuclear matter case, is a plane wave.

Using (II-I) and (11-2) one obtains

. (11--3)

'J'hi~; is the Be-thc-·Goldstonc equ?t tion. Once ~ is knmvn it

can be used in various calculations. We have calculated

the reaction Jntl tx ix G by tVJO [-; tandcud methods -- the reference

spec-lxurn method Rncl the integ1:o--differential method of Kallio

and DRy. In principle >che lcd::ter method is the same as tha-t

14
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of Brueckne~~nd as such is of greater accuracy. It also

gives the true correlated nuclear wavefunction ~N(r) which
o

we used in finding the effective interactions. These methods

will now be described.

A. REFERENCE SPECTRUM METHOD:

This method was developed in 1963 by Bethe, Brandow

and Petschek. The original paper and its authors are often

quoted in literature as BBP and we shall also use this. The

motivation for this method(35,36) was simple. Although the

method of Brueckner and Gammel was, in principle, capable

of very great accuracy it did not give much physical insight.

it also did not provide any simple approximation where

the full accuracy of the method was not required. The ref-

erence spectrum method gives a first approximation which is

very easy to compute and quite accurate and also can be

improved upon to any desired degree of accuracy. Because of

this advantage it permits a quantitative study of higher

order diagrams(37) so that the convergence of the Brueckner-

Goldst~ne series could b~ investigated.

We go back to equation (11-3). In terms of the co-

ordinates of the interacting pair of particles it can be

written as

• (II-a-l)

The basic idea in the reference spectrum method is to replace
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the operator 9. by a simpler one because it is the operator
e

9- which presents t:he main difficulty in calculat:ing 1~ (r) 
e

the relative parL of the wavefunction ~N' T~e operator e

has the property

where ICtb> is thE! product of tv.'O plane \\7aves. vJ is called

tile starting energy and represents the energy E + Em n of

two interacting particles inside the Fermi sea. a, b represent

two particles above the Fermi sea. W is introduced as a

1 f f . d th .. 1-- " ( 3 8 )parameter so tlat :or a :lxe W e G matrlx 1S llermJ.t1an .

The rtl2in approximaLi.oll,S in thE; reference spect:cum met:hod are

(i) to approximate the energy dGnominator e by a quadratic

function of rCloncntum k and (:d.) to replace Q by 1. One cail

now examine the implications of these approximations. If

E(k) is repl2cea by ER(k) such that

(II-a"2)

where A is a con~)tant end also In is a constant called the.

effective mass, then the energy denominator e will be

approxima "1.:e ly

Re . (II--a--3)

'This exp\'ession for e along- wit.ll 0 0=1 a110':7S one to \llrite a

differential oquRtiolJ for ~ instead of an integral equation.

'rho solution of an inb::.gTc,l equation is clefinj tely mucb more
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difficult than this differential equation. Now whether this

approximation for E(k) is a good one or not depends on our

choice of the potential energy U(k). The choice of U(k) is,

however, at our disposal and it shoul~ be chosen in such a

way as to make the convergence of Brueckner·-Goldstone ex--

pansion as rapid o.s possible. 1'-,t the time the Sprung-'

Bhargava(25) calculations were being done it was shown by

Bethe(24) that a good choice of U(k) should cnncel all the

three-body cluster diagrams. The procedure \vas reasonable

because it was shown by R~jaraman(23) that the Brueckner-

Goldstone expansion does not converge order by order. (This

was first pointed out by Hugenholtz(39)J Good convergence

can be obtained by sur:truing diagl.ams wi ·th the saE1e number of

hole lines, or in other words different many body cJ.usters.

So the idea was to sum all two-body diagrams, then all threc-

body diagrClrns and m on. An estil~1ate of the~3e c:;howed that 2S

the number of whole lines increased i.e., the number of

particles in a particular type of eluoter increased the

contrihntion of thc1.t SU;:\1 to the binding energy fell off rapi<'11y.

Bethe solved the ·three-··body equa tions followi ng the work of

Faddeev(40). Improved solutions to the Bethe-Faddecv

equations were given by Day(41). Following his solution

of the three-'borJy equaJcions Bethe gave a prescription for

calculating U(1'.). Il WClS seen that vlith a qUCldra-Lic approxi--

mation the reference spectrum could be fitted well with

U(k) obtained by the above met.hod over a restrie-ted momentum
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range of about 2.5 fm- l to Sfm- l . Of course, when the BBP

paper came out these ideas were not known but arguments
o

~ere put forward which showed why in some high momentum

region the quadratic approximation should be good. It was

also argued by BBP that due to the presence of the hard core

in the nucleon-nucleon interaction the states of typical momenta to

which two nucleons in nuclear matter would scatter were also

in the above region. Another very important fact that should

be noted is that the energy spectrum of states in the Fermi

sea is completely irrelevant to the purpose of computing

the G matrix, once the choice for the starting energy W

is made. The reason for this fact will be found from the

equation for the correlated wavefunction. The presence of

the operator Q allows the operator Q to act only on statese

outside the Fermi sea. Thus, for a given value of W the

behaviour of ~ depends only on E(kb ) such that kb>kF .

Brueckner's work showed that the energy of the s ta tes wi th--

in the Fermi sea could be represented by a quadratic function.

As a matter of fact, W should then be calculated from the

actual nuclear spectrum. , For a given pair of particles W

is then just a number and should not be approximated in any

way. In our calculations we put in a quadratic function

determined by two parameters 6 and m*. Of course, the self

consistency question' will naturally arise and we will des-

cribe that later.

We now look into the question why putting Q=l will
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not be a very bn.c1 approxiwation. 'rho number of sta-tes in'to

which the operator Q will forbid scattering, is a sm~ll

fracti on of t_he tota I nurnber of s ta tes of importance in

calculating the correlated wavefunction W. In other words,

Q prohibits scattering into s'tates of momentum up to

k k ( 1 36 r -1) h t t t 5 fm- l play= ~. I~ W ereas s a es up 0
F

an

important role in determining~. Thus, the important region

of phase space is about 40 times bigger than the Fermi sphere

which is affec>ced by Q.

Secondly, if one applies the

forbidden by Q, one generally ge~s a

1
opera'tor --R" to states

e
small result. The

reference energy denOl:linaJcor e R giveE the difference beb.Jeen

the reference energy of the forbidden state and the actual

energy of the initial state. Typically this comes to about

100 MeV giving a small result. Even in the worst case of

k = k F this is of the order of 50 MeV.

reasonably small and has ·the relnar]~able

} 1
T hlS -/ R

e
p}~operty of having

no singularity. It. is well knovm thltt the correlated wave'"

function in nuclear matt8r heals whereas in a free scattering

there is a non--zero phase shift. The reason for this may

be traced to U1e absence of any singularity in thl~ operCltor

Q
e

As t;.here is no singularity in t.he operator !-R' the healing
e

property is retained. Counting all these advantages of the

reference app~oximation, we now see why GR should be a good

first order Clpproximation to G. We can write an equation
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Rfor G as

=: v - v!- GR
Re

• (II-a-4)

Once GR has been calculated, it can be improved upon by

solving the exact equation

· (II-a-5)

This is a special case of an equation given in Appendix A

of BBP. Note that G
R is a first approximation in a system-

atic expansion of G. This expansion is verycuseful because

G
R .

J.s simple and accurate.

From (II-a-4) we can write

= ¢ _ 1 v,¥R
Re

· (II-a-6)

If we write ZR = ¢ - ,¥R, then

· (II-a-7)

At this point it is useful to make the separation of

the centre-of-mass part and the relative part of the two-body

wavefunction. So we write
o

-1
=: 51 exp ( i 2E .t) (II-a-8)

where 51 is the volume. BBP in their paper used the syml:Dl P as the

average momentum so that the centre-of-mass momentum was 2P.
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We have used the same convention as theirs.

RIn view of the quadratic dependence of e on the

relative momentum k', in coordinate-space ~2can be written

as - \/2. So oIle introcluces the abbreviation
"

2
Y = p2 + m* (2A-vI) · (II-a-9)

Then one at once ob-tains the differen-tial equation

R
-- m* v1jJ (;S:) · (II-a-lO)

The last equation is known as the reference wave equation.

The constant y2 turns out to be positive and, therefore, as

r-,co R yr
~ falls off as e- . Thus healing of the wave function

is ensured. ~ is called the wave defect because it gives

the devia-tion of the correlated v!avefunction froT'll the plane

wave. To proceed further, one has to make the usual partial-

wave expcmsion ~~o tbat equation (J1--(1--]0) can he split into

several uncoupled differential equations, each for a parti-

cular angular momentu11. This is true for central, spin

orbit and quadratic spin orbit forces only. Whenever a

tensor force js presont, one will have to solve a coupled

differential equation corresponding to a fixed value of

the -total angular momentum J. We wri te

· (:El --0. - 11)
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Here we have'introduced

Using equation (II-a-ll) we now get

- m*vu (r)
L

o

. (II-a-12)

The modern phenomenological two-nucleon potentials are gen-

erally distinct for each partial wave. So one

starts with equation (II-a-12) as the first step in any

numerical work. If a hard core is present then the boundary

condition for X will be

o for r<c

= 0 as r-+co

The differential equation (II-a-12) will give the reference

wave function which can be used to write GR in terms of

partial waves,

00

. (II-a-13)

If we are dealing with a potential with an infinite hard

core then in the core region v=co and u=O. So the product

vu=co x 0 is an indeterminate form. However, this can be made

tractable by comparing the following three equations

(II-a-14)
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· (11-a-15)

~L is the solution for the case of a pure hard core. The

equation (11-a-15) is used only for values of r such that

r>c where c :::: core radius of the potential. MDltiplying

(11-a-14) by XL and (11-a--12) by ~L we subtract one from the I

other to get

'fhis gives

· (1I--a.-16)

<JL(c)
dr + -m* - · (I1--u-17)

Front equations

be vJri tten a.s

dX L
(11"0.-12) and (I1--a-15) dr- can

r::::c+

· (I I -- a - 1 8 )

Thus the reference G matrix can be written as

dr

gT (c) d(1. dJl.
OJ

oJ __l~) f (CJ L --:P,IL) vU
L

dr}+ -, (---_:: +-
m* or OT r=-c

0

· (I1-a-19)
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0g (11-a-12) and (11-a-15) it could also be

fonn

<kolGRlko>
L

00

r R
+ J ~]-' (kar) XL (k O,r) dr]

c

(11-a-20)

. L+ 1 (. ) 1 (+) (. )l lX 1 lX
L

+h
L

(x) is the outgoing spherjc~l Hankel function. The threo

terms in equation (11-a-19) are known as the core volume,

the core surface and the outer contributions respectively.

The reason for introducinq this separation is to show that

the completR effect of the outer potential can be isolated

in the integral term. The form is not very convenient

and is seldom used in an actual calculation.

To calculate the binding' energy of nuclear matter

one requires the diagonal G matrix averaged over sixteen

spin and isospin states of the interacting pair. When propor

statistical weights and exchange contributions are taken

into account one writes
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00

(8=0, T=O)dr

00

+ 3 L: ( 2L+l) IgL (kor) XL(kO,r) (8=0, T=l)dr
even L

0
00

L: 1: ( 2J+l) I ~L(kor)
J (8=1, T=O) dr+ XLL(kO,r)

even L J
0
00

+ 3 L: L: ( 2J+l) I <J L (kor)
J (8=1, T=l)dr] . (II-a-21)XLL(kO,r)

odd L J
0

At this point we should interest ourselves as to how one goes

about determining y2. BBP estimated o

= 211k 2 _ k 2
F 0

(occupied initial state)

The parameter II represents the gap in energy between an

average interacting pair in the Fermi sea and a pair of the

same relative momentum in the reference spectrum (figure 1).

In all the previous equations m* represented the curvature

of the particle spectrum in the reference spectrum. In his

recent studies, Bethe(27) estimated the three-body energies

and found them quite small. This has led to the conclusion

that it is best to put U(b)=O when calculating the two-body

G matrix and add the three-body energy as a perturbation

at the end of the calculation. The above prescription leads

Rto tremendous simplification in calculations because e

is now exact. 80 there will be no "spectral correction".

In this case, however, the expression for y will be a little
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complicated. m* will now be 1 but we can still introduce

a mh for hole states where there will still be a quadratic

dependence. Defining a ~' as shown in figure 2, we can now

write

E -Em n

= k,2+y 2

• (II-a-22)
k 2

o- --m*h
y2 = p 2 (1 _ ~) + 2~'k 2mh p

~, = ~ + .3(1/m*h - 1)

recalled that p is the average momentum and is halfIt may be

So

the centre-of-mass momentum. We made a further approximation

by replacing P by its average value for a given k
O

:

p
av

2= .6 k p (I-x)
2x

[1 + 3(2+x)] (II-a-23)

where

We have now a definite prescription for calculating GR. It

may be seen that in calculating GR we are really calculating
o

the off-energy shell matrix elements of the free reaction

matrix. In particular we are calculating the K-matrix of

scattering theory with _y2 thus avoiding singularities and

ensuring healing. So these GR matrix elements can be cal-

culated as a function of y2 and k
O

. Later
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these can be used by choosing a suitable y at a particular

density. The problem was attacked in this fashion by

K"hl (33)o er .

In our approach and also in that of Bhargava, a

value for kF and also one value for k O was chosen. These

were then used to compute a value of y and GR was then

calculated.
RBut in K8hler's approach one calculates G

as a function of y at a small number of well spread out

values. As the variation of G with y is smooth one can get

G at other y values by interpolation. So all one needs to

do is to choose a value for kF and for k O to get the corre

sponding y and interpolate in the table of G matrices.

Obviously this saves much of computing time and is definitely

an improvement. The reference G matrix must be corrected

for Pauli principle and energy denominators. One recalls

+ . . . (II-a-24) o

As mentioned before, in our calculation eR=eN because

the intermediate states are plane waves. We have only the Pauli

correction given by

GN_GR R+ l-Q R= G R G + • . • • • •
e
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3 3the case of Sl- Dl pa.rtial W2..ve, the first term

in the correction was considered to be sufficient. In the

mentioned case, it was necessary to go to the second term.

This was done by Bhargav2 and Sprung and they called it

third order correction term
\

The matrix element of the second order correction

term can be written as

00

<~M !GR+ l-Q GRI~M > = f
~'ST R ~ST

e o

E (k ') 'J: M (k') dk I
.J srI'

(11--a-25)

where R
E(k') = (l-Q)e . (1l-a-26)

CZMThe average value of Jsm over the spin and
'- J

isospil1 st.ates is

}av ( 2:
odd L

+ 3 r: )
even 1.

F
L

2
(kr' )(2L+l) _

+ L: + 3 2: ) 2: (2J+ 1) pJ
1

(k , )2

1.1.' odo 1.1. 1 J
1. 1.even

00

P~IL(k')
1 f?f 1.' (klr)

J

k~
X1.'I,(kO,r)dr

0

( I I -- a'- 2 7 )

. (11-2-28)

J
As before, X1.'1.(kO,r) is the wave function distortion in the

coupled state of total angular momentum J, taking the solution

with dominant orbital angular momentum 1. and looking at the

1. 1 component.

One might now ask oneself as how to handle the

operator Q. This operator presents the main difficulty in

the reaction matrix calculation. It was, however, obscrve~
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by Brown, Schappert and wong(22) that an angle average

approximation to Q is quite good. BBP, however, used Q as

a step function which is true only when P=O. The angle-

averaged Pauli operator is given as

Q(P,k') = 0

= 1 . (II-a-29)

The same prescription has been used by other authors.

To carry out the third order corrections one goes

one step further. This has been discussed in detail by

Bhargava and Sprung (25) . In this calculation the same

procedure was adopted.

B. KALLIO-DAY METHOD:

This is a more exact method than the one just de-

scribed. One great advantage of this method is that it gives

the true correlated wave function ¢ (rather than ¢R) which

we wish to use to get the effective interaction. The physical

insight into the method was definitely provided by the

reference spectrum method and by Bethe's treatment of three

body clusters(27). Briefly speaking, the method is a direct

solution of the Bethe-Goldstone equation under two approxi-

o

mations: (i) the Pauli operator is treated in the angle

average approximation and (ii) the intermediate states have
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zero potential energy vThich implies that the energy denom~

inator e can be written as e = k,2+y 2

writing the Bethe-Goldstone equation

So one starts by

· (II-b-l)

· (II-b-2)

The unperturbed wave ~ can be written as

¢ = exp(j~~o.£) X
S

.= <rlk o S m >
.- .• 'Til - .,. S

s

Here x~ is the sp1n p2.rt. of the wavefunct.ion r S is the
s

total s.pin of the b\70 nucleons and m is the proj ection on
s

the polar axis.

As meni~ionecl r the assumption of zero potent3.ill energy

in the intermediate states will mean

- ,2 2e = k +y

(II-b--3)

where y2 will be given by (II-a-"22).

Using (II-b-2) tanc3. (II-'b'-3) we get from (II"-})'-l)

· (II--b-t1)

The procedure to solve this equation i.s by the method of

iteration. In the first iteration (l-Q)v~ is neglected. The

equation (II-b-4) then corresponds to the reference wave

t · , h.r .. GR .equa -lon. Bu'c as t Je rC.I:erence reactlon ma.trlx 7 glve::; a

good approximation to G on2 can expect the iteration procedure

to converge fairly well. In the second iteration r the wave-
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function ~I obtained from tIle first iteration is used to cal-..

culate (l-Q)v~ and in the nth iteration, results from the

st(n-l) iteration are used. To proceed further one has to

use the usual method of decomposition into partial waves

2:
J1.

1. k
i [41r(21.+l)] 2 <1.50m IJm >s s

. (II-b-S)

It can be seen

The curly~'s are eigenfunctions of J

have heen obtained by coupling YLO to

L 5 and Jz=m c and
J eJ

m
s

Xs .

from equation (II-b--S), whereas ¢ will have the quantum

numbers LS,LJ Z' ~) 1:7ill have the SClm8 JSJ Z but different

values of L because of the presence of the tensor force.

Using the "lanrj1.1etge of nuclear rea c tion theory ", the cor

related wavefunc-tion U~~ I in channel L' comes from an unper-

turbed wet vefllnc-tion L. In order .to treat the term (l-Q)v~

one needs a partial wave expansion for

<kSm' IGlkoSm > - <ex-o(ik.r)x
S

, IVI~)c' (kO,r»
- s _ S .L -~. '111 on1 ~ -

s s
. (II-b-6)

It should be note(l U1at although the total spin S is con--

served the projection rn is not. The polar axis chosen fors

defining m and m' is 1n the direction of ~O. The symbol
S S np
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A on a vector is used here and aJ.so elsewhere to denote a

unit vector in that direction. Now in the expansion of

exp(i~.!) there will occur the function Y1,O(~O'~). This

has to be expressed as product of ytM(~'~O) and Y1,M(~O'~)

in order to carry out the integration over angles.

Using the addition theorem fo~ spherical harmonics

<exp (ili.?;) = I:
1,'

.-1,'
1

so that

- 41T I: I:
1,' M

.-1,'
1

sx X
m

, • (II-b--7)
s

Also

1," can be different. from L I only wh':::m a tensor force is

present. So one gets

vl~)s (kO,r»m
s

l.
J1,L"

1, !:ii- [41r(21,+1)] <LSOrn I,Jm >s s

-1
x r I:

1,' I I

'Lj JTl A A
S

x JL'I'S(lso,:;J . (II-h--9)
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We can rewrite equ~tion (rr-b-7) as

4n l, L: L:
L' 1:1 J'

.-L'
l

using equations (rr-b-10) and (11-b-9) we have

<kSm I IG Ik Sm >
E} 0 S

• (Ir-b--10)

= 2:
L'HJ'

.L-L'
l

x 2:
JLL"

~ I[41f (2L+ 1) ] <LSOm IJrn >
s s 1.

L" ,

= l:
L'MJ'

l: L:
JLL" L" I

.L-L'
l

A A

<IJ'Sl'"'n' ILTI'ftl-m'> Y (k 'k- )
'.Ll S ! 1 S . L I 1"\ :... f ::: 0

- ~2x [ 4 'II ( 21J+ 1) ] <LSOm IJm > 8JJ-, 8r 'I ' , i
S S .. 1 .J

8M1 ,
l"lTln ,ms s

= .L-L 'l ~ I[4n (2L+1)] <L'Sm -mlm' Jm >
s s s s

where
CD

(Ir--b-11)

JS
Gr - I (k, k

O
) =

dJ 4Tf L: J
L"

o

rjL' (kr) <J'L'S IV(r) I:JL"S> U~~11 (k
O

,r)c1r
lJ.!.l
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The operator (1--0) nwy be abbreviat.ed as pi ana its eigen"

values in the angle-average approximation may be written

as f0110\'ls:

P'(k, K) .- 1

:= 0 for k > . (II-b-13)

o·then'lise

Here K is the total momentum, and not the average momentum,

and k is the relative momentum. \'Je have '070rk8d in momentum

space here because plis diagonal in that representatioll.

The above values follow trivially from equation (II-a-29).

vJe now see hmv to handle (l'-Q)vljJSm (kO,r). If \'7e expand
. s

vljJ in terns of the complete set of states !kSm'> then we haves

J
d3k ik.rl S >-'--3 e - '.... X

m
, P'(k ,K) .

(2TI) s

s
x <xm's

. (II-b--lt1)

We have now to use equations (II-b-G) and (II-b-ll)

. . ( b 14) f h ~ h .. ik . rln equatlon 11-·· .. I. we t.en expana t e remalnlng e

(which is now a ket) in the fashion of equation (II-b-7)

then in'cegration over the angle (ls':., 1.;;0) \d 11 81 imino.t('~ the

A "

corresponclinCi '1
I
,F

1
' s le~vj '1CJ Y (k r) Also note that

- ~l n ~o. ., l . L 'm -m' .. 0'':' .
S s

if L" is the syrnb01 for angular momentum in the expansion of

e
i &'1:, then the abov8 int.egl:ation will produce <\,'L" o ,

M,m -·ms s
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which takes care of t.he sum over L" and M. Carrying out: the

algebra as used in ohtaining equation (II-b-ll) one finally

obtains

L:
J1,1,'

.1, ~ -1
1 [4Tr (21,+1)] <LSOm IJrn >rs s

\>1here

JS
F1,L I (r) = -1-2 J rj1, I (kr) p/O;:~, yJ G1,

J
1,
S

I (k, k O) k 2dk
2Tr

(II-b--lS)

. (II-·b-16)

We are now in a posjtion to write down the equation (II-b-4)

in its partial ,'lave form. ~\7e substit.ute (II-b-S), (II-·b·-8)

and (II-b-lS) in (II-b-4). To eliminate~:lsS part of the
0_11..

(LIm A A

wavefunction, we take scalar product with <jJ~'s(ko,r) 1 and

multiply throughout by <1,soffisIJms> and sum over ms . It

then at once follows

cJ2 1,' (11'+1) 2
[dri -- --;2·----- - y ]

.JS ( )D... I 'LL
JS<JL" S Iv (r) IJL I s> DLL " (r)

lIS ( )FLL, r . (II--b-J.7)

This equation is perfectly general; it ctpplies in the case of coupled

sta·tes as well as uncoupled ones. If one is using a potential

with a hard core then the most obvious boundary conditions

are

for r<cJ S ( )
Dr,L' r = 0

D~~, (r) + 8LL,rjL(kOr) as r--)(0
en-b--18)
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where c is the core radius.

It is clear that equation (II-b-12) can not be used

to get G~~, (k,kO) when the potential has a hard core. One

has to use the same nettlod as BBP did. One manipulates the

JSfollowing equation to get a practical form for GLL ,

L' (L'+l) 2
-~:;::----'- + k ] rjL' (kr) = 0

r 2
. (II-b-19)

We multiply equation (II-b-17) by rjL' (kr) , equation (II-b-19)

JSby U
LL

, (r), and subtract one from the other to get

c

rjL(kr)

2: rjL' (kr) <JL'Slv(r) IJL"S>
L"

JS
x ULL " (r)

Integrating from 0 to c+O and remembering that u~~(r)=o

for r<c

c

J rjL' (kr) <JL'Slv(r) IJL"S> U~~ll (r)dr

JS
dULL'
[dr ]

r=c

o

rjL' (kr)
2 2

[ 8LL' (y +k 0 )

• (II-b-20)
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This integral in equation (II-b-12) can be split into two

regions 0 to c and c to 00

can be used.

For the region 0 to c (II-b-20)

As mentioned, the equation (II-b-17) has to be solved

by the method of successive iterations. In a typical iter

ation U~~I (r) is obtained and the result is used to calculate

G~~I (k,k O) as a function of k. G~~I (k,kO) can then be put into

(II-b-16) to get F~~, (r) which will be used in the next

iteration. When the numbers G~~I (k,kO) do not differ

appreciably from those obtained in the previous iteration
o

one has obtained the desired solution.

To solve equation (II-b-17) one has to solve the

homogeneous equation as well as the inhomogeneous one. At

each iteration, the general solution of the full equation is

obtained by adding a particular solution to the general

solution of the homogeneous equation. This has to be done

numerically by starting with asymptotic solutions for large

r and integrating inwards. The asymptotic solution to the

homogeneous equation will be hL, (iyr) where h is the spherical

Hankel function and that for the full inhomogeneous equation
o

will be

. (II-b-20)
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The asymptotic solutions are valid for such large distances

of r so that v(r) can be neglected.

C. THE SELF CONSISTENCY PROBLEM AND NUMERICAL RESULTS:

It is obvious that in a numerical calculation of the

binding energy of nuclear matter, a self consistency question

is implied. The energy spectrum of the hole states is put

in the calculation through the starting energy W. At the

end of the calculation one should obtain the same spectrum

as one started with. Obviously one has to do this by trial
o

and error. However, it was shown in Brueckner's work that

the hole spectrum could be represented by a formula of the

type

E(k) . (II-c-l)

In our notation this will be represented by two parameters

6 and m* which are assumed to be dependent on k. As mentioned,

6 will specify the depth of the potential below zero for the

average pair while mt will give the shape of the spectrum.

The use of 6 and m* is simply a matter of convenience and
h c

simplicity. One might read in a table of values for the

nuclear spectrum and attempt to recover those at the end of

the calculation.

In our work, we repeated the calculation until the

output value and input value of 6 were close to each other

within a desired limit. The same was true for the parameter
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m*\-I •

Another problem associated with this study is to

observe the variation of the binding energy per particle

with 6. Let us illustrate this point. When one does a

binding energy calculation with plane waves in intermediate

states, one considers only the two-body clusters. A self

consistent calculation done in this manner assumes that

.other contributions, like those trom higher order clusters,

three-body forces etc., are zero. This can hardly be true.

If there is some contribu·tion to the binding enl~rgy from

the latter sources, then the single particle spectrum

will be (leeper than the. t. obtained in a "pure tvw--body"

calculation. This means that the energy denominators

will now be larger and a self consistent calculation will

give a slightly lower value for the blO-body contribution.

We illustrate Ulis by an example. The bindin9 ener~y per

particle at k p =1.36 using Reid's potential was found to be

11.08 f''IeV with no potential energy in tIle inJcermedia te

states. Then the input spectrum for a pair was made deeper

so that the output spectrum was shallower than the cor-

responding inpu·t by 5 MeV. The binding energy in this case

wU.s 10.56 MeV. If one assumes tha~ higher order clusters

and other sources gave an additional binding of 2.5 MeV,

then this value of 10.56 neV vlOulc1 be the contribution of

the two-body clusters in a self consistent calculation. We

know that the binding energy p2r particle is given as sum
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of the kinetic energy T and half of the potential energy U.

That is why we considered 2.5 MeV as the contribution to

binding while the spectrum was made deeper by 5 MeV. We

see a contributi on of 2.5 MeV in binding reduces the tvw-

body contribution by (11.08 - 10.56)=.52 MeV. Thus the total

binding energy i.nstead of being (11.08 + 2.5) MeV is now

(10.56 + 2.5) MeV. Thus we can make a rule that instead

of adding the contribution of other terms to the pure two-

body contribution one must firs·t subtract about 20% of this

additional contribution and later add it to the pure two-

body contribution. In our example, we subtract 20% of 2.5

f1eV from it and then add it to 11.08 TleV. Of COL1Tse, this

is a rough method of estimation but it should be good when

the contribution from higher order terms is small.

The reference spectrum calculations were done fol

lowing the ·well·"known Tnethod of Bhargava and Sprun9 (25) .

It is a.ssumed that beyond a certain ~. ~Ols.:anee c1, v(r) is

negligible so tJwt one can vlri te

N for 1.'>0.

~L(r) is the decaying Hankel function and N is a constant.

Using the abbreviaJcion

0.r L = - dr log II L (1.') ,

one can wri tE~ 0.01-.'11 the boundary condition as

for r=c=hard core radius
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for r=d

o

In this work d was about 9.85 fm. The two point boundary

value problem is solved by the Ridley method(4 2). One

introduces the auxiliary functions sand w to factorise

the equation

d
2

2 a
[dr 2 - y - L(L+l) - m*v(r)] xL(r) = - m*v(r) 0 L(kOr)

(II-c-2)

obtained by rewriting the equation (II-a-12). The three

equations obtained are

o ds 2
dr - s = g

dw
- - sw = hdr (II-c-3)

~ + sXdr = w

where g (r) = - y2 _ m*v (r) - L(L+l)/r2
L

Boundary conditions are satisfied if s(d)=f and w(d)=O.

The mesh set up in r-space consisted of 5 blocks having 24

steps each. At each of these points x(r) was calculated.

The steplength is doubled between blocks as one moved out-

ward. For the auxiliary functions s and W, the steplengt~

was half that of X, making these available at midpoints
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for integratTon by Runge-Kutta-Gill method. For the potential,

the steplength was half of that used for sand w. The
o

smallest steplength for the potential was H=.0033 fm. The

hard core and soft core potentials of Reid were used. For

the soft core potential, a fictitious hard core of radius

.03 fm was put to start the integration. The Bessel-Fourier

transforms of x(r) were obtained by the method of Filon(42).

The hard core potential of Reid had three different hard

133cores: one for SO' one for Sl- Dl and one for other

states. Second order corrections were applied to all states

and to the 3sl_3D l states third order corrections were also

applied. These results were sent in detail to B. D. Day

when he was debugging his programmes for the Kallio-Day method.

In his calculations, he found good agreement with our results.

For comparison, we show in Table 1 the G matrix

elements for the "average pair" at various densities and

for various states. The results from the Kallio-Day method

and the reference spectrum method have been collected in the

same table. The agreement is very good for the S states

where ~he divergences ar~ within 1%. 3For the Dl state,

the improvement in agreement comes from our inclusion of

the third order correction.

The calculations by the Kallio-Day method were

performed by using programmes obtained from B. D. Day.

Kallio and Day calculated the binding energy only at normal

density. Their calculations are very nearly self consistent.
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We have done self consistent calculations for densities

corresponding to k F=.7

-1k F=1.8 fm and kF=2.0

-1 -1
fm to k F=1.6 fm oand also for

fm- l . These were done for the Reid

potential. Also we have done a new calculation for the

Bressel potential(34) which has a finite step core. B~argava

and Sprung's calculation showed that this potential gave a

larger binding but the saturation density was also high.

Since this calculation was done, Bressel, Kerman and Rouben

changed the core heights and meson masses. Further the

calculations of Bhargava were based on the incorrect treat-

ment of three-body energy. So it was interesting to see

what information a new calculation would reveal.
o

In the Kallio-Day method (also abbreviated as KD

method) a mesh is set up in the r-space. A fictitious hard

core of radius c=0.04 fm is used for starting the integration.

The region from c to c+6.0 fm is divided into three parts

of length 0.4 fm, 0.8 fm and 4.8 fm. One divides the entire

range into a number of points, the step lengths being

.01 fm, .025 fm, and .05 fm respectively in those three

regions. The potential is calculated at those points and

the integration is done by a fourth order Runge-Kutta

formula. The correlated wavefunctions are available at

steplengths of .02 fm, .05 fm, and .1 fm for those three

regions. From c to c+6.0 fm, the wavefunction is calculated

These are integrated by Simpson's rule toat 85 points.

JSconstruct GLL , (k,k
O

) • JSFor construction of FLL , (r) one uses
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I 1
the fact that (l-Q)=P(k,K) is zero beyond k=kp +2K. The

centre of mass momentum K is set to its r.m.s. value. The

step size in k-space integration has a maximum allowable

-1value of .1 fm . This integration is also done by Simpson's

rule. The homogeneous equation is solved by starting with

an asymptotic value of hL(iyrj multiplied by a normalization

constant at r=c+6 fm and integrating inwards up to c+l.2 fm.

Also some small value of V' at r=c is put and outward

integration is carried up to r=c+l.2 fm. The same thing is

repeated for the inhomogeneous equation by starting with

asymptotic solution (II-b-20). At the very beginning the

G's are set equal to zero so that in the first iteration one

is doing just the reference spectrum method. The slopes

and the values of this set of inward and outward solutions

are matched at r=c+l.2 fm. Por a hard core, the core volume

and core surface terms can be added. Por region beyond

c+6.0 fm, the correlated wavefunction is assumed to be

~ rjL(kor) and corrections to G are calculated by evaluating

the integral (II-b-12) using rjL in place of V and integra

ting up to a further distance of ~ 9.6 fm where v will be

definitely very very small. The G matrices calculated in

one iteration are compared with those from the previous

one. If the difference is more than the tolerance limit,

the new G's are stored in place of old ones and one goes

for a new cycle. When the desired accuracy is obtained,

the calculations are stopped. The convergence can be stepped

o
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.-,
up by assumlng that at each iteration the error decreased

by a constant fraction. Using the results for previous
o

three iterations one can make an improved estimate to use

in the next iteration. This speeds up the convergence.

For the Bressel potential there are some additional

complications. First of all, the potential is soft having

a square core so that at the core edge the potential is

double-valued. This requires care in numerical integration.

Secondly, the core radius is not the same for T=O states

and T=l states. Again for T=l states the meson mass for

pp or nn states is not the same as that for the np state.

It was decided that an average pion mass for T=l state would
o

not be bad. This was justified by noting that the G matrix

elements obtained by using average pion mass were in good

agreement with the average of G matrix elements obtained by

using different pion masses. These are shown in Table 2.

The first difficulty was removed by setting a counter such

that as soon as the integration reached the core edge, the deep

attractive value was replaced by the core value. In the next

step t~e deep attraction.was used to move outwards. The

same procedure was used by Bhargava and Sprung (hereafter

abbreviated as BS) in their calculations. The calculations

were done exactly for the following partial waves for both

potentials
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For higher partial waves we used a combination of phase

shift approximation and OPEP. The states treated in phase
o

shift approximation were

T = 1,

T = 0,

o

The rest of the higher partial waves were treated using

OPEP. The binding energies per particle for these two

potentials at different densities are shown in Table 3.

It is seen that Bressel potential gives more binding but

saturates at a higher density. The same characteristic was

found by B8. In figure 3 we show 6 at different densities.

It is seen that for Bressel potential 6 is always bigger

than that for Reid. This merely reflects the binding

energy results. In figure 4 we plotted m* against kp . Here,

however, there was no definite distinctive feature and, in

fact, the two curves cross each other. In figure 5 we show

the variation of the average potential energy U for various

states against density. The 180 contribution goes on in-
o 3 3

creasing with k F but that from 8 1+ Dl shows saturation as

the density increases. The mechanism of this saturation may

be traced to the presence of the tensor force. The con

tribution from lP l always remains positive but is not large.

The 3p states together give a negligible contribution al-

though the individual states may contribute large values.
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This large cancellation was also noted by BS. In figure 6

we have plotted the same for Bressel potential. Here also

3S1 and 3Dl shows saturation while 3p states have negligible

contribution. The state IsO gives a contribution which

3 3increases very rapidly with kF . The Sl- Dl states also

Shovl a tendency of saturating at a higher density.

Another interesting quantity that comes out from

J
2 3such a calculation is the wound integral X (r) d r. When

this quantity is multiplied by the density p it becomes a

dimensionless number K. This essentially gives the prob-
o

ability of two particles undergoing strong correlations.

In a finite nucleus 1-K gives the probability of finding a

particle in its shell model orbital. In modern theories of

nuclear many body prob1em(44) it appears as a natural

expansion para~eter. A small value of K means that the

Brueckner-Goldstone series will converge faster. In our

earlier calculations, we calculated K using the reference

wave defect and subtracting the "in-sea" Fourier com-

ponents to account for the Pauli operator. Those results

are shown in figure 7. It is seen that a very large

contribution comes from the 3S1 s~ate. The Reid New Core

potential has a bigger value for K at all densities shown.

This is expected because the presence of the hard core.

In figure ~ we show the variation K with k F as calculated by

using the exact wavefunctions. Here also the Bresse1 po-

tentia1 has a 10weL' value for K than Reid's. This reflects
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the hardness of the Reid potential compared to Bressel's.

In fact, a calculation using a "super soft" potential

d I d b d · (45).eve ope y Sprung an Srlvastava glves an extremely small

value for K.

o



CHAPTER III

FORMULATION OF AN EFFECTIVE INTERACTION

It has been the aim of nuclear physicists for a long

time to calculate the properties of finite nuclei from a

basic two-nucleon interaction. Although the meson theories

may predict the existence of "more-than-two-nucleon" forces

i.e., forces which come into play only when more than two

nucleons are close together, a complete derivation of such

forces is still not in a satisfactory state. In this work

we would like to use, therefore, only two-nucleon forces. The

main source of our knowledge of this force has been the sca

ttering experiments and the data therefrom lend support to

the idea of existence of very strongly repulsive forces at short

distances or to the existence of hard cores. The extreme hard

core model has, sometimes, been relaxed(31) only to be re

placed by a Yukawa type singularity. Recently, Sprung and

srivastava(45) have questioned the need for the assumption of

a hard core. However, their .....vork ,is mainly connected with

the partial wave IsO and in the absence of a potential like

theirs for other partial waves we are still forced to use

potentials with infinite repulsion at short distances.

The hard-core potentials or potentials with Yukawa

type of singularity do not lend themselves to be used direct

ly in nuclear structure calculations by the highly successful

49
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shell model or by Hartree-Fock methods. The shell model

assumes the particles in a nucleus to move almost indepen

dently of one another but in actual fact, at short distances

their motion will be strongly correlated. This is again,

due to the presence of strong repulsion in the potential at

short distances. One therefore, asks whether it is possible

to derive or postulate some interaction which corrects for

these correlations at short distances and then do the usual

shell model or H-F calculations. One thus falls back on

some kind of "as if" interactions. Examples of such inter

actions developed recently are those of Nestor et al. (46) and

of Volkov and Manning (47) . These interactions are,however,

chosen empirically with certain criteria for their justi

fication and naturally one becomes more interested in deriving

such interactions on a more fundamental basis. For instance,

the G matrix obtained from a nuclear matter calculation can

be treated as an effective interaction in nuclear matter

because its matrix elements with respect to the H-F wave

functions for nuclear matter (plane waves) give the same

binding as obtained from a detailed calculation using Brueckner

theory.

The first attempt in this direction was made by

Brueckner, Gammel and Weitzner(ll) , (hereafter called BGW).

They regarded the nuclear matter G matrix as the effective

interaction in finite nuclei and noted that the important

correlation structure in G matrix is contained within a
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If E. he the coordinate of the centre

of mass of the pair of particles then the density p(B) is

the density at. which the G matrix is to be calculated. Thus

the effective interaction will be dependent on the position

coordinate through p(B). This approximation should be valid

only when t.he density does not change appreciahly over the

correlat.ion distance. '1' his lS knovm as the local densi ty

approximation. Making this prescription BGW then write the

most general non··local form of the G matrix in analogy 'i:lith

the scattering theory (48). 'rhey then try to identify the

different components of the force like the central and the

spin-orbit force.

In a nuclear mRtter calcula~ion one is interested

only. in the central part of the effective force hecause the

system is symi-tletric in spin and isospin. However, for a

symmetry energy calcu12tion one will require the isospin-

dependent part of the force. In a finite nucleus, one will

requi re the spin-'orbit~, t.he tensor and other terms if one

\'lish8s to calculClte properties other than the tot:al binding

energy of a close~-shell nucleus. with this end in view,

bne can write the m03t general non-local nucleon-nucleon

interaction as

. (1 2) (1 2 )a + lC ~ +Q .n + m ~ .~q .~

(I I I -,1)
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\vhere

X=I.+~I

n

25 =

r x r. I

Tt-x f'J
~

A A

r - 1."
~ ..".

.(111-2)

Here! and r' are unit vectors in the incoming and out going

direc-tions and the hat !I. indicate.s that !l, X, and x are

normalised to unity. The angle between ~ and 1." will be

denoted by G. One often prefers to write G in the 8Ms

representation instead of the above 0
1

0
2 representation.

7. z

From arguments purely geometrical in nature and using traces

over spins, one can show that the coefficients a, c etc.

can be written as follows

c ==

. (111--3)

9

h -- 4
1

cos

We remind ourselves thvt we are ln the singlet-triplet re-

presentation. The subscripts 1, 0, -1, s represent

8 = 1 0 -1 for the triplet case and s for the singlet case
z "
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respectively. The object of putting two subscripts is to

specify the initial and final states. The for~al structure

of the G matrix given by equation (III-I) is the same as t.he

M matrix in scattering theory and one can at once use this

analogy to vlrite dO'iln expressions for a, c etc. using tlw

expressions given by Stapp et al. (49). For '1'=1, the coeffi-

cients are (interchange odd and even L for '1'=0) :

+ 1 L
"2 even

L CJ I~ ( 2L+- 1) P L ( 1-1)

1
c = 2 ~ {(L+1)

odd L

x sin 8 Pi,(f-I)

( J) L-1 (2 1) L (r 3) L+l}2L- .. (XL + .L+ (XL - L,2L+ (XL

1 I', {L-l L L+ 1 4 u} ( ] ) ()m == 2 I, c~L - (XL + u L + 2L+T 2L+. PL 11
odd

+ L {- (Li]) (X~-1 + (2L+l) (X~ - I, (X~+1 + 2L(L+l)V}
odd L

1
2

L
even

1
g =="2 L

odd I,

1 IJ-l I, 1+-1+ 2 1: {(L+l) (XL - (2],+1) (YL -- I, O:I~ - 2L (L+l) \T}
odd I,
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h = ~ E {- (L+l) a~-l + (2L+l) a~ - L a~+l +2V L(L+l)}
odd L

p~ ([1)

x LTL-I~lr

This set of expressions will be denoted by equation

(111-4). In the above,

[1 = cos 8

u

L+] L-l
V = .; (L+2) 7 (L+IT CI. . - ./(L·:I)7L (J

The superscript on a gives the total angular momentum J

"7hile the subscript gives only tl18 orbj tal ungulc,L momentum

L. In the cases where there is no subscript, one gets terms

off-diagonal in L e. g., S-D mix"ture tenll and the superscript

gives the to tal angular mOIilcn·turn. Stapp e t 0.1. gave expressions

fOJ~ the a I s in terms of: phase shifts. In fact, if S be the

scattering matrix

8-1
a = 2iJZ '

usually called the t-matrix.

For the uncoupled states, a should be just one number com-

plei:ely c1etennilled by phase shifts. In the presence of the

tensor force, it becones a 2 x 2 matrix so that for the J=l case
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where the subscripts give the L value and the superscripts

h 1 1. 1 I' tt e ,J va ue. Tenns (j" glve t 1e S-D coup lng erms. FolIo\'!-

ing the notation we used for nuclear matter, one can write

The second inc1e:-:: in the su:)script gives the Gominant wave

and the first one the subsidiary wave. The superscrj_pt,

as before, givos the to-tal angular momentmn. Because the

S-matrix is sy®netric

In the case at hand one has to make a correspondence between

the a's and the nuclear G matrix. It should he noted that

the a we have used here is not exactly th~ same as Stapp's.

aThe paran,e-ter a used here lS 2lk for Stapp. The correspondence

we were talking about can be made by looking at the central

force term 'a' and its correspon~ing expression given by

BBP. It turns out that

J- Ihr
l~-Ct = --·--2

L k o L
,

This corresponc1c~nce betw8E-:m the M.. 's of Stapp and the nuclearlJ . -

G matrix WBS also discussed and used by Bhargava(50). BGW

were the first to examine the terms containing a and c and
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use them in their theory which now goes by the name of

Brueckner-Hartree-Fock theory.

It was shown by BGW that whereas 'a' corresponded

to the central force in the effective interaction 'c'corre-

sponds to the spin-orbit part. Both BGW and Bhargava used

c to obtain the one-body spin-orbit force of the shell model.

It is of interest, therefore, to look at the other spin

dependent terms. In equation (111-4) the a~'s correspond

to expressions diagonal in L whereas aJ,s corresponded wfuo~ off-

diagonal in L. If the effective interaction corresponds to
o

the following form

+ possibly a quadratic spin-orbit force

then only the tensor force would have matrix elements off-

diagonal in L. Therefore it is best to separate terms into

diagonal and off-diagonal parts when seeking to identify

the various forces. Another point to note is that the

quadratic spin-orbit force which we define as

has diagonal matrix elements which differ from those of

8 12 by a constant multiplicative factor. Therefore it is

necessary to look at the off-diagonal terms to distinguish

these. In m, g, and h we denote the part containing diagonal
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use them in their theory which nmv goes by the name of

Brueckner-Hartree-Fock theory.

It was shown by BGW that whereas 'a' corresponded

to the central force in the effective interaction 'c'corre-

sponds to the spin-orbit part. Both BGW and Bhargava used

c to obtain the one-body spin-orbit force of the shell model.

It is of interest, therefore, to look at the other spin

dependent terms. In equation (111-4) the a~'s correspond

to expressions diagonal in L whereas a,J f s corresponded to those off-

diagonal in L. If the effective interaction corresponds to

the following form

+ possibly a quadratic spin-orbit force

then only the tensor force would have matrix elements off-

diagonal in L. Therefore it is best to separate terms into

diagonal and off-diagonal parts when seeking to identify

the various forces. Another point to note is that the

quadratic spin-orbit force which we define as

1 2 1 1 2 2
a . f:a_ .L - '3 q,. •g. L = Q12

has diagonal matrix elements which differ from those of

8
12

by a constant multiplicative factor. Therefore it is

necessary to look at the off-diagonal terms to distinguish

these. In m, g, and h we denote the part containing diagonal

o
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terms by primes as mI, g I, h I and off-diagonal ones by mil,

gil, h". So,

1
hI ="2- L:

odd I.

PI.
1

(lJ)
x -----

l~lJ2

1 L: (21.+1 )
I.

PI.(lJ)- 2- (XL
even I.

1 /, { -- I.
1.+1

(21.+1)
I.

(1.+ 1) L-1} 1 P{, (V) • rJ- (XL + u - (XL I.J (i+iY2
odd I.

'I.

I 1 '\' {L+1 I. I.-1} (2 1) (.m = 2 6 (XL - (XL + (XL 1.+ PI. lJ)
odd L

+ L {- I. cy,rI~+1 + (21.+ 1) N I]..J, - (L+ 1) L-1} ! () lJ~ v. - 01. PI.]J. i;(L+IT
odd L

Also

1
2

J:
even L

. (111-5)

mil = t: {2u
L PL(fJ) + 2V

L
cot e PI.

1
(rJ ) }

odd I.

gil t: { _. u
L PI.(fJ) - VI. cot 8 P

L
1

(V)}
odd L

h" = t: VI. P~(lJ)
odd L

• (I I I _. G)
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with these equations in hand let us try to construct a spin-

dependent central force and a quadratic spin-orbit force.

We start with m', g' etc.

g'-m '
(~--- - h')

3
12+o .0""" ~.

(m I -g I +h') 1 2
0" .no .n- - ..,..

The first term in equation (111-7) has the character of a

central force. Because

m'+2g' =
3

~ [l L: {(21,+3)
2 odd L

L+]
Ci 1, + (21,+1)

(111-8)

which we see involves only the statistical average of the

various partiaJ waves.

\'70 nov! denote

1 A 2 A 1 .r'o 2 A

D a . ro . r + 0 . r'.- ~_.

and 1 .r'o 2 A 1 " 2 A,
E 0 .r + 0 .ro .r

A A
Here rand r ' are unit vectors in agreement with our previous

'V-'

definit.ion
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1 2
0" .X0 .X =

1 2
(5 • no . n _. 1 2o .0..,..

D + E
2

4 cos 0/2

D - E- --------
4 sin

2
8/2

1 2
- (J .0' D + ~~~

.2 8 . 2 eSln Sln
· (111-9)

We look at the last three terms of equation (111-7). We get

g' --m'(---3- - h')
1 2o .0 + (m'-g'+h' cos 8)..,...

1 2o .no .n + (h'-h' cos 8)
~- -

1 2 '}' 1 2x 0 .no .n + 21 0 .XO .X
- V'

1 2x 0 .ncr .n -
""- - "\,N""

using (III-9)

This simplifies to

g'-m' 1 2(--3-- - h' cos 8) 0.0 + hIE + (m'-g'+h' cos 8)
1 2cr .no .n

......- ....... ..-. """"""

g'-m'--3--- - h I cos 0

where

A = l:
odd L

{( ) L-l ( ) L L+l}L+l (XL - 2L+1 (XL + L CI'L

(111-10)

• (111-11)

Also

m'-g'+h' cos 8
A P~(lJ)

= - 1J (L+l)- • (111-·12)
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so

2 1
0' .La .L PL(l1) -

1 ,.. 2 ... I
0' .rO' .r

+ 12
0'.0' cos- - (1 pI (lJ)

L

We add and divide by 2 and call the average of L.H.S.

1 2
(0' .1.0' .1.) to get

- - ~ - syrll

-- (O'
l

.LO'
2

.I.) P-1J(lJ) - :-21~ EP
IJ

' (lJ)
-.... ............. ....... S:lfl1

( 1 2 )= - 0 .La .L-- - - ....~ f)ym

2
1 2 PI-, (lJ)

PI. (1-1) + 0' • 0' ( ------
- - 2

I. (1.+ l) ) 1+ ---2--- PI. (p) -"2 EP
I.

1(11)

1
2 EP It ' (]J)

1 2
0' .nO' .n (m"-g'+h ' co~: 0)

1 2
0' .0'

2

{1-. ~_.l:_( L~.l_L PI, (p ) + l ~_.~l:._(~_}
6 L (L+ J ) 2 L (L+ 1 )

1 2
0' .0'
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. (III-13)

\
\

A P
L

' \11)
We note that L{L+l) = - 2h' so that from (III-13) and

(III-IO) the coefficient of E is -h'+h' = O. Thus E drops

out from (III-IO). The coefficient of 0
1

.0
2 from (111-10),

(111-11) and (III-13) is

1 2

!A PL (l1) + A cot e
PL (11) 1 1 A PL (11)

- - A P (11)3 L (L+l) 6 L 2 L (L+ 1)

1 2

[- 1 cot e PL (11) 1 PL (11)
= A "2 PL {l1) +

L (L+l) - "2 L (L+l) ) = 0

So in the expression (111-10) we are left with

A P
L

(11)
L(L+l) Q12 which equals the entire expression (111-10) now.

Thus the diagonal terms lead to a spin dependent central

force and a Q12 force. But the strength of the Q
12

force is

ambiguous because S12 has the same matrix elements as Q12

in diagonal terms (except for a factor). So we look at the

non-diagonal ones for the S12 force whose strength will then be

specified. It is well known that it is the S-D coupling

which is the strongest of all. So it is this one which

should receive most of our attention. For the off-diagonal

parts we have,

m" r<
1 . r<

2 + (g "+h " -m" ) r<
1 Xr<

2 X + ( " h " " ) r<
1

r<
2 xv v v • v. g - -m v.~ v • __

."... ..".. ~ ..",.. ........ ..,.-

. (III-14)

o
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From (111-6) we see that

gil 1
= - 2" m"

so that

Also,

g"-m" 3= m"- 2"

m" = r 2[{/(L+1)
odd L

( ) () [L+2 e P
L

1 (11) }A1 L +1
L+2 PL ~ + / L+I cot ~ ~

. (111-15)

Let us recall that summation over odd L indicates that we

are dealing with the T=l case. For the T=O case odd shm1d be ex-

changed for even. A simplification of expression (111-14)

leads to a completely general expression with tensor-force-

like operators in it. However, as that is very complicated

we will deal only vlith the case J=l. In that case,

m" /2 1
= a

h" ~ 1
= - a

/2
• (111-16)

g"-m"+h" 3
(l+~)

1
= - - a

12

g"-m"-h" 3
(1-~)

1
= - a

12

Remembering that ~ = cos e, from (111-9) and the last two
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tenns of (III-1~) we have

01. X0 2. X (g"--m"+h")...,... _..... ~

3 (l+f-I) D+E
= [- -.----- "iff+if

12

+ 01. xo 2. x (a"-m"-h")""'"" __ _ :J

3 (J--f-I) D-E 1------ ------J 0'/i 2 (l-f-I) ,

= 3

12
1D 0'. · (111-17)

Using (111-15) and (111-16) we get from the expression (111-14)

· (111-18)

Here again rand r' are unit vectors. '1'he term in the

bra,c}-;:et s t:LODg 1y resCfL1ble:3 -Lhe tensor force opera tor except

for a sign.

Nm.,7 al thou~;h tho G Ini'1,Jcr ix is a non-local oporator

it is convenient to make a further approximation to a Jocal

effective force. In other wor~s, one tries to extract a

delta function 0 CS:--E'). It is also 'dell knovlll that this

delta function can be expanded as

" ( 2L+ 1) 0 (:r: -- r,') p ( 0 )
L" ----~rTI-- -----rr'- L cos rr'
L

· (111--19)

Once the local approximation lS made, we can replace r=r'

in (111-18) and the expression in the bracket becomes the

tensor operator (with a-ve sign).

From Stapp et al. we can write

(111-20)
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in the Born approximation. This shows that we are getting

in (111-18) just the matrix element of the tensor force
o

within a numerical factor. If we do not make the Born

approximation then (111-20) will be of the form

The expansion (111-18) of the delta function throws a factor

(2L+l) which in the coupled case should be of the form (2J+l)

so that the coefficient of a l seems to be in error. The above

analysis thus does not lead to a satisfactory extraction

of the tensor force.

One, therefore, might fall back on a more unsophi-
o

sticated but realistic approach for the extraction of effect-

ive forces. We have already introduced the idea of a local

effective forc~ let us expand on this. This approach

was first proposed by Brandow(51) and has been studied by

(52) . (53) (17)Donnelly , Bhadurl and Warke and Bethe . We re-

call from nuclear matter theory that the basic relation

one uses to build correlations in the interaction is

• (111-21)

We therefore see that one way to define an effective local

force is to demand that

veff(r) ¢(r) = V(r) l!J(r)

where V(r) is the realistic phenomenological two-body

(111-22)
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interaction and w(r) is the correlated wavefunction obtained

by solving the Bethe-Goldstone equation. We can at once

see that this definition of the effective force will give

the correct matrix element. But, in fact, the definition

is more restrictive than that. Here we are demanding that

at each point the integrands of the equation (111-21) will

be the same. If one uses nuclear matter wavefunctions, then

equation (111-21) reduces to

VCr) U(kO,r)

jL (kOr)
• (111-23)

The effective force thus defined will, in general, be a

function of kO' kF and r. So this will be density-dependent

through the presence of kF , somewhat momentum dependent

through the presence of k O while the dependence on r will

give the shape. The restriction that we have put by

defining equation (111-22) is now going to lead us into a

difficulty. Because the zeroes of jL do not in general

coincide with those of V's we can not use the expression

(111-23) for all values of r. This difficulty posed by the

nodes can, however, be overcome in another way but only at

some sacrifice. We can multiply the numerator and the

denominator of the right hand side of (111-23) by jL(kOr)

and multiply each of them by the weighting function w(kO)

(which gives the probability of occurrence in the Fermi sea

of a pair with relative momentum kO) and integrate from

o
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o to k
F

. w(k
O

) is given by

24 k 2(1 3 k O
-- ~3 0 - "2 k

F
F

k 3

+ -~)
2kF

• (111-24)

This averaging over the Fermi sea will guarantee that the

matrix element for t~he "average pair" will be correct. This

means that the binding energy for nuclear matter will also

be given correctly but the matrix elements for other values

. (111-25)

prescription is
k p

J v(:L') jL(kOr)

o
veff(r) =

of k
O

will be inaccurate. Sie~ens* has found that this error

is large only in the 3S1 state. Thus, for the uncoupled

states, tJle

tt is evident that this effective potential is still density

dependent. To have a potential for the coupled states one

might note that similnr arguments ",rill hoJd. Because of the

presence of the tensor force in the coupled states, the two

states differ by 2 units of angular momentum. The solution

bf the ~ethe-Goldstone equation in this case 18 best re-

presented by a 2 x 2 matrix. To be specific we take the case

J=l which has tIle important c1euteron state in it. 1'he other

state is a dominant D and small S state. The wavefunctions

* Privat~e comr:lUnicuti.on from Dr. D.N.L. Sprung.
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and potential matrix elements we denote by two indices, the

second index giving the dominant state. So

v -}-

u -}-

So the analogue of equation (111-23) in the coupled case will

be

. (111-26)

So we will have

(111-27)

from the diagonal element. The off-diagonal element should

lead to the tensor force. However, the off-diagonal element

contains a factor of 18 which is the matrix element of S12

so that

o

=
V20 UOO + V22U20

18 jo
• (111-20)
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'l'he subsidiary \vclVe U20 is extremely important because it

3 eff
gives abou·t 6 S% of the tot.al Sl a ttrac::tion in V00 ' whereas

in v;ff we find it. makes only a small contribution. In the

coupled case also we will be faced with the problem of nodes

but it can be avoided in a similar fashion as in the un-

coupled case. Remembering that the Born approximation of the

effective force would give the same result as <~IVI~> we

multiply both sides of equation (III-·2f) by

o
from left and

then "taJ:e t.lle av(~rage over the renni sea. 'l'his leads to the

fornmlae

k p

f' jO(kOr) UOO(kO,r) w(k O) k o
2

dko
o----I

f

:-;-- --_.----------._--_._----_..-
jo2(kOr) w(k O) k 0

2dk O
o

o+ V
02

(r)

Veff(r) _
T

1

v8

k p

J jo2(kor) w(k O) k 0
2

dk O
o

k p

V20 (r) f j 2 (kOr) U20 (kO' r) w(k O) k O2dkO

[ ---_.. _----<:}-- -----_..._-- ---------._----------- --
k
rP .. 2
J J 2 (k Or) J 0 (kOr) w0: 0 ) k O c1k O
o
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~.
1F 2
J j 2 (kOr) U20 (kOr) w (k

O
) k O dk

O

+ V22 (r) 0 ] • (111-30)
kF 0

f j 2 (kOr) jO(kOr) w (k
O

) 2k
O

dk O
0

Equation (111-29) would give us the effective central inter-

action which would include the central contribution of the

tensor force. This was also done by Kuo and Brown. But

whereas their procedure could include only the second order

tensor contribution, this method would do it to all orders

because we are dealing with a G matrix. The second advantage

is that equation (111-30) gives us the non-central contri-

bution of the tensor force to all orders. This can be

looked upon as a residual tensor force.

A word about a useful check on numerical calculations

may not be irrelevant. The G matrix is known to be hermitian

for a given starting energy W. So one should have

00

J dr r
2

j L 1 (kr) L:
J J

VL1L " (r) UL"L(r,kO)
L"

0
00

f dr r2jL(kor) L: VLL " (r)
J

(k 1 r) .= UL "L 1
r,"

0

In our expansion for ~ a factor r- l occurs so that instead

of r 2 we need r. In the nuclear matter programme we looked

for this hermiticity and quite good agreement between the

two off-diagonal elements was obtained. A typical result

is shown in Table 4.
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RESULTS

The aim of the present work and the methods have

been outlined in Chapters II and III. In nuclear matter

calculations one has to do the compuLation at several den-

sities. The reason for this is to see whether the system

really saturates i.e., whether it really gives maximum

binding at a particular density or not. A second result

to be checJ~ed is wh8ther this part.icular clen,,~ity is really

the density in the interior of a heavy nucleus. The n8xt

thing to enquire is whether the c~lculation with that par-

ticular po·tenti(11 yields the errpirical value £01: billcHng

energy per partIcle. It is well knOl-m tha. t Lhe enpirical

value for binding energy per particle is 2bout 16 MeV.and

-1the saturation density corresponds to k F=l.36 fm . Cal-

culations have been done for the Reid Soft Core and Bressel-

Kerman- Rouben potenLLa1. Both these potel1LLals fi t t-:he

scattering data well. The Bressel potential also shows

that for fitting the scattering data the postulate of a

hard core is not necessary. Our nuclear ~atter calculation,

however, gives completely different results for these poten-

tials. The range of densities used in cur calculation is

-1 -1
from k F=.7 fm -La k F:::l.6 fm . The calculations had to

be dOD0 for k F=1.8 fm- l and k
F

=2. 0 fm-1 also to invest.iga te

70
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the high density behaviour. For the Bressel potential, the

-1calculation was also done for the case kF=1.7 fm to esta-

blish saturation. Table 3 shows that whereas the two-body

calculation for Reid potential indicates saturation around

1.43 fm- l giving a value of +11.31 MeV for binding energy

per particle, the Bressel potential saturates at k F=1.6

-1fm giving value of +14.98 MeV per particle. We repeat

that these numbers come from a two-body calculation. The

trend of saturating at a highe~ density in the case of

Bressel potential was also noted by Bhargava. However, his
c

calculations are not very meaningful now because of the
(27)

revision of the three-body cluster energy by Bethe . Thus

although the Bressel potential gives a value for binding

energy, which is closer to the empirical value, its saturation

density is unrealistic. On the other hand, the Reid potential

gives a smaller binding but the two-body calculations seem

to put the saturation density in the correct region. However,

the minimum of the binding energy curve for this potential

is very flat and the compressibility is about 174 MeV. Thus

the correct saturation density can not be determined accur

ately without a knowledge of higher order clusters.

It has been shown by Bethe* that certain higher order

clusters and diagram can yield another 1.10' MeV of binding

energy. This may arise in the following way. In this

* Private communication from Dr. D. W. L. Sprung.
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.calculation we have neglected the three-body cluster energy.

It has been shown in Dahlblom(54) that the three-body

"
clusters can contribute 1.1 MeV to the binding energy.

This number was obtained by direct solution of the Bethe-

Faddeev equations and not by using a suppression factor

If' as was done in the older calculations. However, Dahlblom

used (see figure 8a) central or tensor force in the first

or the last G-interaction and central force in all the

intermediate ones. An additional contribution of .60 MeV

to the binding energy comes from a third order diagram

(figure 8b) which uses tensor force in all the three inter-

actions. This was first done by Dahlblom, Fogel, Qvist

o "(55) (56)and Torn . Recently, Day has estimated the contri-

bution of all four hole line diagrams. His results showed

that the four body contribution is not as small as had

been anticipated. The four hole line contribution is

about .6 - 1.6 MeV. The dominant part of this contribution

comes from the ground state correlations (figure 8c) and

the hole-hole interaction (figure 8d). Thus a total con-

tribution of 2.8 ± 1 MeV care obtained from higher order

diagrams. The binding energy for the Reid potential will

then be 13.5 ± 1.5 MeV. We have assumed that the errors

in our calculation and in Bethe's estimate have the same

magnitude as those in Day's estimate. The estimates of

-1Bethe and thoseof Day are valid for k F=1.36 fm .

The density dependence of these contributions
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may well push the saturaticin point to higher density. We

discuss more about this point in the last Chapter.

We would like to discuss a little more about our

nuclear matter calculation. We have used a combination of

PSA and OPEP for higher partial waves. It has been already

described in Chapter II which 'states are used for PSA and

which for OPEP. (In fact, the states which are not done

by G matrix calculation or by PSA are all done by using OPEP.)

A check on this approximation can be made. A method for

calculation for higher partial waves developed by Srivastava(57)

and used by Sprung, Banerjee, Jopko and srivastava(58) shows

that in a typical case this method gives .7 ± .3 MeV whereas

our method gives .6 MeV. This thus checks out alright. To

look for more binding so as to get the empirical value one

method will be to use one of the soft potentials developed

by Sprung and Srivastava in Iso. This would lead to an

increase of about .9 MeV in binding. However, the 'K'S' from

these potentials are very small and so no further gain can

be had by further softening the potential. One might use

a similar potential for 3s _3 D states. But such a potential

is yet to be developed.

Before finishing the discussion of nuclear matter we try

to see why the Bressel potential saturates at a higher

density. From figures 5 and 6 one might see that the

coupled state 3s _3 D which contains the tensor force as the

main mechanism of saturation shows the tendency of saturating

o
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at a higher d~nsity. Also the potential energy from the 1S0

state increases more rapidly with density than in the Reid
..

case.

Using our nuclear matter results we have also cal-

culated the effective interactions for various states at

different densities and have studied their density dependence.

To calculate these effective interactions we need the cor-

related wave functions as a function of r and the relative

momentum k O. From our programs for the Kallio-Day method

we get the radial part of ¢ (the correlated wave function)

at 85 points in r space and for seven values of

kO/kF = .125 (.125) .875

Our programme could thus choose one fixed r-value and in-

tegrate over k
O

from 0 to k
F

. We used an 8 point Gaussian

quadrature formula. For the values of the wavefunction at

the ordinates for Gaussian quadrature we used our subroutine

TAINT which uses an Aitken-Lagrange type interpolation.

locate the zeroes of jL(kr)

jL2 (kr) w(k)dk into sub-

We had to take special care to
k Fand had. to cut the integral f
o

intervals to avoid the cusps particularly in jO(kr). This

was also checked against the exact analytical method. The

effective potential was thus obtained as a table of values

at the predetermined set of 'r' values rather than as an

analytical function. As expected, the potential showed the

effect of correlation and was no longer singular. In
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figure 9, we have plotted the effective IsO potential

derived from the two-nucleon potentials of Reid and Bressel.

It is at once seen that the suppression from the highly

repulsive values for small radii is very large. The Bressel

potential has a discontinuity at the core edge and that

characteristic has been retained by the effective potential.

Both these potentials become small at large radii and attain

the values corresponding to the original potential. This is

however to be expected because as we go away from the origins

the rapid healing of the correlated wave function would bring

effit back to its unperturbad for~ so that v (r) will be

equal to v(r). In the Bressel potential, one can note that

the suppression of the square core near the origin is very

cons~derable to give it a spiky shape. It is evident that

the two potentials do not give the same effective interaction

leaving an element of non-uniqueness in it. To investigate

this point we use~ some of the soft potentials of Sprung

and Srivastava. The effective interaction deduced from

these IsO potentjals are shown in figure 10. The effective

interactions are found to retain the shape of the original

potentials and although there is a suppression in the

magnitude by about 40%, this is not so considerable in

the previous case. To investigate the mechanism of this we

plotted the wave defect X = ¢ - ~ for all these three types

of potentials namely, Reid, Bressel and one of the soft

potentials NP-2. This is shown in figure 11. 0hereas in
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the case of the Reid and the Bressel potential the positive

peak of X is very high, it is not so in NP-2. In the case
o

of the Bressel potential it is also a little pushed out.

The negative peaks of all the three potentials are almost

the same in order of magnitude but the peaks do not occur

at the same radius.

Another interesting point that comes out from this

is the following. For Reid potential the two-body G matrix

gives only +11.3 MeV of binding per particle so that the

potential energy is about -34.2 MeV. Comparing this with

the empirical value of -39 MeV we see that we get about

87.7% of the required value. Most of the remaining binding

~

comes from ground state correlations, three-body and four-

body clusters etc. It is therefore tempting to increase the

effective interaction proportionately to give correct binding

in finite nuclei. This approach was adopted by Nemeth and

Bethe(59) in their Thomas-Fermi calculations. The overall

factor by which one multiplies turns out in this case to

be 1.12. The three-body and four-body clusters may behave

differe?tly in finite nu~lei. But in absence of

precise knowledge of their behaviour our procedure

seems to be good. The overall multi-

plicative constant will have the added merit of preserving

the exchange mixture 'because all states are affected equally.

The effective potential for the state Iso seems to have a

very weak density dependence. In the case of the Reid
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potential, the repulsive peak changes by only about 8% and

the at-trac-tive one by 17% as we -1go from k
F

=1.3G fm to

kF=·7 fm-1 In figure 9a.
function of kF " Va is the

we have plotted V(kF)/V a as a

. -1
potentlal at k==1.36 fm . We

J.::

have cornputed this ratio at a fixed value of the radius r

It is seen that there(in fm) for Jifferent values of k p "

is some density dependence but it is really small considering

th f t th t k - 7.r: -1 e" .LL.O -} t Ith f norn"l_ale -ac - - a f'- . Lm one go - s d. )OU 8 0

density. The effective Iso potential, therefore, may be

treated as roughly independent of density.

The next importallt E'tate tha-t we consider is the

3s1 state. Here one expects considerable density dependence

through the presence of the tensor force in the coupled

3 3Sl- Dl state of the original interaction. The calculations

were done by a simple extension of the computer programme

used in the uncoupled case. The effective interaction

derived for Reid Soft Core potential is shown in figure 12.

comes

plo-t-ted the

} 7 f
-1

'"F=' m .and for

effective potential for k p =1.36 fm-l

-1
The potential for k F=.7 fm

-1
out to be stronger than that for kF=1.36 fm . We looked

l'iTe have

at the density dependence of these potentials. For this

purpose, the ratio of the potential-at some k p to that at

-1
1.36 fm was plotted against k F holding r fixed. The un-

fortunate situation is that the repulsive part is seen to

have a different density dependence than the attractive part.

Even within tho repulsive or attractive peak, the density
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dependence is not simple. Figure 13 shows V(kF)/Va plotted

against k
F

for various radii within the repulsive peak.

Va is the effective potential at k F=1.36 fm- l . It is seen

that the curves pass through a minimum and ri.se again.

For different radii, t.lle curves are different although they

all look to be quadratic. A simple formula for a curve

which passes through this band was attempted and can be

wri t.ten as

We found

= VO[a
2

-I- b (J'-F - c) ]

a = .984

b = .9

c -- 1.1"/

Here, and also in other formulae to follow, k F is in units

-1of fm . Obvionsly this formula is an oversimplification

of the actual situation but will give a reasonable average

fit alld simplify cCllculations. Figure 14 shows the density

dependence at certain radii within the attractive peak.

HeTe the carves, however, do not show a tendency of going

through·a minimum. The simplest reasonable fit is a linear

formula

where

rl = 1.699

b = -- .514
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The same procedure has been adopted to study the

density dependence of the effective potentials 1n other

states. Figure 15 shows the remnant tensor force derived

from Reid po"Lential at two different densities and figure

16 shows the variation of V(kF)/VO with k F at different

radii. The attractive and repulsive parts have different

density dependence and simple fits to these have been ob

tained. In figure 17 we show the effective IP I potential

. . -1 -1at the dens1 tles of k F=. 7 fm and k
F

=1.36 fT'l . The

density dependence of this potential has been shown in figure

18. A sin'.ple fi t for this density dependence has also been

obtained. This study has been repeated for effective

potentials derived from the Bressel potential also. The

effective potentials are seen to retain the discontinuity at

the core boundary.

has been shown in figure 9. 3The 8 1 potential at two den-

sities and its density dependence have been shown in figures

19 and 20. In this case, the strongest density dependence

comes from radii around the core edge. Figure 21 gives the

residual tensor (multiplied by 18") force at hvo densities

and figure 22 gives its density dependence. To complete

the comparison, we show in figure 23, the IP I potential and

its density dependence in figure 24. For all these states

we have simple fits for the density depen~ence and they

are collected together in Appendix B. In cases where the

attractive and repulsive parts have different density
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dependence we have given different formulae.

One interesting point to check is the "Kuo-Brown"

prescription. Kuo and Brown(60) considered the second order

term VT ~ VT and showed that the "renormalization" and density

dependence in the central force in 8-D case comes to a great

extent through the tensor force. They claimed that one

could use an approximation

<v 9. V > -+ I
T e T eeff

It can be shown that

t8n - 28 12

where nt is an operator which chooses the triplet state.

Therefore,

- VTL ~ VTL ~

It is the second term which is responsible for the "re-

normalization" of the tensor force. The first term is

absorbed in the effective central force and is responsible

for the density dependence. Kuo and Brown(60) gave an

estimate for eeff using the oscillator parameter hw=14 MeV

-1
and k p=1.3 fm • They found eeff ~ 220 MeV. However, it

was pointed out by Law and Bhaduri(61) that Kuo and Brown

had an error of factor 2 and so eeff should be about 440 MeV.

We checked this relation and found a qualitative agreement.

o
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In fact eeff is a strong function of r as shown in Table 13.

The energy denominator eeff has been calculated in Fermi

units in Table 13 and in the important region of r=l fm

to r=2 fm, one can roughly use a value of 16 (N 650 MeV) .

Coming back to the effective potentiaJs, it is seen

that if these are left in the form of numerical tables,

they will not be very useful for doing actual calculations

in finite nuclei. It 1S good to try and fit some analytic

forms to these. At this department, there is a centre for

producing and using effective forces given in the form of

gau~;sian;.;. So a fit of these effective potentials with a

sum of gaussians was atterr~ted. Progr?mmes were developed

using a least square method. One crjterion was to fit the

potential at twenty points. Each piece of datum was given

an arbitrary error of .1% and a least square fit was attempted

reducing t.he sum of the squares of the deviation. Al though

these numbers do not: really mean anyt.hing ·they give us a

handle to distinguish one fit from another. Another criterion

for the fit was to see whether the volume and the higher

moments of the potential.s could be fitted. For these we

calculated the first seven Talmi integrals as these are the

most important ones in a shell model calculation. The

gaussian fit was now made in such a way that ~1e errors

were now distrihuted over both the Talmi integrals and the

points of the potential table. The agreement obtained was

excellent for the effective interactions obtained from the
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Reid potential. For the Bressel potential case, however, it

was evident that the spike could not be fitted with a finite

number of gaussians. So in the region of the discontinuity

a smooth interpolation was obtained. The agreement of the

Talmi integrals thus calculated and the fit of the curve

in other regions was reasonaDle. We used a five gaussian

fit. However, this choice was purely accidental. One might 

do just as well with three or six gaussians. The gaussian

potentials thus obtained have the very desirable feature

of retaining all the characteristics of the original po

tential. So one can use them with the prescribed density

factors. However, one can also study the density dependence

of each of the gaussians involved in the sum. We have given

in Tables 5 12 the strengths of the gaussians as a function

of kp . The state for which this fit is valid and also the

ranges of the gaussians have been indicated.

o
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

o

In the preceeding chapters the aim and the results

of the present work have been described. Nuclear matter

calculations have been done for two modern phenomenological

potentials - the soft core potential of Reid and that of

Bressel, Kerman and Rouben. Both these potentials fit

scattering data and both saturate nuclear matter. But

one important difference is at once clear from two-body

<;;alculations. The Bressel potential gives a binding of

14.98 MeV at

11. 31 MeV at

-1k
F

=1.6 fm while the Reid potential gives

-1k F=1.43 fm . We reiterate that these values

for binding energy and apparent saturation densities come

from two-body clusters. Higher order clusters may well

alter the saturation density. It is seen from estimates

of Bethe and of Day that higher order clusters may contribute

about 2.8 ± 1 MeV to binding energy at the normal density

. -1
(kF=l. 36 fm ).

Q

(One must not forget to subtract about

20% of this contribution before adding to the two-body

contribution, because of self consistency condition.) This

comes from three-bod¥ clusters, ground state correlations

and four-body clusters, one of which is the hole hole inter-

action. The higher order clusters will thus not only

83
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increase the-binding which is a welcome result especially

in the Reid case. But, in the case of the Reid potential,
o

the binding energy curve from two-body calculations, is

so flat near the minimum that the higher order clusters

will critically determine the saturation density. The o

contribution from higher order clusters will also affect

the results from Bressel potential by about the same amount

as Reid's. As the higher order clusters involve more

hole lines they will be strongly density dependent. This is

because a sum over a hole line throws in

3a factor of kF . Another Wqy of looking at it would be

to recognise that arranging the Brueckner-Goldstone series

fln terms of number of hole lines means an expansion in

powers of density. As the net effect is attractive, one

expects physically that this would push the saturation to

higher densities. However, there are also repulsive terms

in higher order clusters. Day in his four-body paper has

made a classification of these diagrams. He also made a

careful estimate of these. He arrived at rough analytical

formulae for such estimat~s. These formulae involve K

(which is the product of the wound integral and the density),

and the potential energy U. Using the values for these

parameters, as obtained from our nuclear matter calculations

the net effect 1S really found to be strongly density

dependent. It is therefore difficult to put a definite

value for the saturation density for Reid Soft Core potential.
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However, it is definitely better than Bressel's where even

the two-body calc~lation shows saturation at too high a

density. To investigate the cause for this, one can look

at the contributions of the various partial waves to the

3 3potential energy as the density varies. The coupled S- D

states which contain the tensor force are mainly responsible

for saturation mechanism. They tend to saturate at a higher

density than in the case of the Reid potential. Also the

variation of the IsO state contribution to the potential

energy is faster with change of density ln the case of the

Bressel potential. This reflects the softer core. These

tvl0 together put C1e s~l·turation at a higher densi ty.

Using the wavefunctions obtained from these nuclear

matter calcuJations effective potentials have been calcula-

ted for both these basic interactions. The eff~ctive poten-

tial has been defined in such a way as to give the correct

matrix element Vlhen t1ncor:cclated VlCtve£unctions are used.

In terms of finite nuclei, this meant that one could do

shell model or Hart:cee-Fock calculations. This was made

more restrictive by demanding that the integrand in the

expression for matrix elements agree at each point of

r-space. This led to the problem of zeroes so that a

compromise had to be wade as to give the average matrix

element correctly. The effective interaction was expected

to be density dependent. \'Je can see physical] y why it should

be so.
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PrOF, the perturbation--theoretic approach we see

that second and higher order terms involve energy denomin-

ators and the Pauli operator Q. As the density is increased,

k p increases so that the available phase space decreases.

Although theoretically the phase space is almost infinite,

the matrix eleBents <k' lvlk> decrease as one goes further

away in k'. Secondly, the energy denominator increases. In

the case of the central forces, there is a large contri-

bution from the ficst order but there will also be some

contribution from second order and higher orders. So in

this case the dens.i. ty dependence will not be very strong.

In the caS8 of ten~30r forces, hOI'lever, the first contri--

bution COlnes front 'Lhe second order term so that the densi ty

dependence will be strong. Prom these considerations, one

expects the pot-enU.al at lower density to be s'cronger than

that at higher density.

The effective interactions calculated were actually

found to be density dependent. To check the numerical work

the matrix elements of these were computed and found to

agree wii::h original ones at the "average" relative moment-urn.

The effective interactions were calculated for two singlet

states IS and IP
I

.. 0 The density dependence of the IS stateo
was so small that one could mC.'lke the rough approximation

that it was independent of density.

small but some density dependence.

1
The PI state had

The main density depen-

dent state was the 381 state. Its density dependence at
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certain value of radius was as much as 50% as one goes from

. 1 . h 3s.. .. .normal denslty to -8th denSlt.y. T e >-1 effectlve lntcractlons

from both the Reid and the Bressel potent:ials exhibi ted

such strong density dependences. It was found that, in

fact, the density dependence is a complex phenomenon. It

varied from one point in r-space to another and that also

the average value differed in the attractive region from

that in the repulsive region. Approximate and simple for-

mulae were tried to describe the average behaviour in all

these states. These are collected in Appendix B.

The very weak density dependence in Iso compared

to that in 3S1 leads us to believe that it is the tensor

force which is the main source of density dependence. If

1the hard core were equally effective then So should have

exhibited a fair amount of density dependence too.

'10 have also calculFl ted the remnant effective tensor

force for both the Reid and the Bressel potential. These

effective potent.ials show a fair amount of density dependence

3although not quite as strong as the Sl state does. As

before, we found the density dependence to be pretty complex

varying with various points in r-space. In the case of

Reid potential, the density dependence of the attractive

part was approximated by a quadratic and that of the re-

pulsive part by a straight line. Formulae have been collected

in Appendix B. For the Bressel case, hOlvever, th(~ densi ty

dependence \\1as alrno'3t the same in repulsive and attractive
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regions and a linear approximation (given in Appendix B)

was made. We also looked at the Kuo-Bro\'lll prescription

for the effective cen-eral and tensor force which indicated

that the change in those forces would be given by the

right hand side of the following relation

V Q V
-- TL e TL ~ -

8V 2
TL----- +

eeff

2
2V'l'L
----

e eff

agreement.

The effective energy denominator was found to be a strong

function of r (Table 13) but one can claim qualitative

1The effective interactions for the PI state

for both the Reid and the Bressel potentials showed some

density dependence but no~ large. In these cases the

density dependences at various radii were almost linear

with k
F

but diffen~ni~ and so linear aprroximations were

made. To make all these effective potentials readily usahle

we fi toted them as <1 sum of gaussi.ans

V
5
I

i=l
c.

1

2-a.r
1e

'1'he strengths of these gaussiar::.s have been given as a

function of density in Tables 5 -- ,12. One can use these

gaussians together with our density 'factors, or can fit

simple formulae too ,the strengths at various densi tj es if

one so desires.



APPENDIX A

i\Te want tc derive a relation be-tween (Ol.L0 2 .L)P
L

(lJ)
...... .....,........... \Ao-

and (ql'E!:CZ?'D)PL
2

(1l). Recalling that L==-iEX,£, we have

1- (0 . rX'V)- - ~

Using the identity (3D of B.G.N. (see also Goldberger and

Watson(62)) we have

1 ;r
,

( 2 £ r' d2PL(lJ)
-- -- (0 . X ~ , ) o . X =-) ---2-r r r

dlJ

1(0 . rX'V)- - 2 r r'
(0 • ~ X ~--,-)

We use our convention of putting A on a vector to denote

uni'c vector in -that direction and use the summation con-

vention of tensor algebra that a repeated index lD8ans a

sum over that index. Then

r r'
K v

1iT TiT
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We use the relations
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E.lLm == O. I 6k - O. O}:-LJ -,.m Jrn.

So, the first term = 0~ 0~ r k r~ (0. ok' - 0., ok )l\! A lA \!

1 A

2
A

(1 2)-- (0 . r ' ) (0 . r) - o .0 (r.r')

1 2
r

Second term r' K= 0. E ikL r k
,-

01. E 31 "-L AK\! \!
r

1 2 A r
(r r) r' K- 0 . x 01. E 3AK\! \! r

= 0

r')P' (p)
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APPENDIX B

We collect all the simple formulae for density de-

pendence of the effective interaction for various states.

These formulae are fitted with the motivation to simplify

actual calculatiors. The real density dependence is a much

more complex phencmenon. In the follovling , Va will indica-te

-1
the effective force at k F=1.36 fm . For using the formulae

• r --1
k

F
P1USt be taken in Ulll ts OI fm . The basic two·-nucleon

interactions from which these effective forces have been

derived are also indicated.

Reid Soft Core Potential:

S'1']\'l'E

Residual '1\enso}~

Repu]sive part: V(kF)~Vo(.984+.9(kF-l.17)2

Attractive part: V(kF )=VO(I.699-.5l4kF)

Repulsive part: V(kF )=Vo(I.99-.73kp )

Attractive part: V(kF )=Vo[.99+.83(kF-l.25)2]

Bressel Potential:

Overall

91



STATE

Residual 'Tensor

FORtmLA

Repulsive part: V=VO(1.33-.243kF)

Attractive part: V=VO(1.68-.5kF )

92



TABLE 1

Comparison of the G matrix elements obtained by'Ka11io-Day method with those from reference

spectrum method. For each value of k F , the numbers in the first line a~e from the KD method,

and those in the second line are from t~e RS method. The Fermi momentum kF is in units of
_1

fm ~ and the G matrix elements are in fm.

STATE
Ie 1p 1 3p 3p 3D 3c:: 3D 3p 3F~;)

k F
~) 0 1 '2 0 1 2 ~,

1 - 2 2.L

1. 00 -5.712 .373 -.513 -1.118 2.399 - .923 -7.080 .321 -1.482 - .077

-5.662 .369 -.513 -1.119 2.393 - .923 -7.122 .318 -1.483 -0.075

1.10 -5.201 .427 -.596 -1.144 2.610 -1.077 -6.087 .376 -1. 701 - .101

-5.164 .423 -.596 -1.144 2.601 -1.078 -6.128 .373 -1. 703 - .100 '

1. 20 -4.723 .502 -.677 -1.148 2.810 -1.222 -5.204 .427 -1. 915 - .126

-4.699 .497 -.676 -1.148 2.800 -1.221 -5.260 .433 -1.917 - .126

1. 30 -4.271 .595 -.756 -1.131 3.002 -1.354 -4.416 .473 -2.119 - .153

-4.255 .589 -.754 -1.132 2.991 -1.353 -4.465 .470 -2.122 - .153

1. 40 -3.841 .706 -.832 -1.096 3.186 -1.474 -3.702 .512 -2.314 - .181

-3.828 .699 -.831 -1.096 3.173 -1.474 -3.737 .509 -2.316 - .180

\.0
w



TABLE 1 - CONTINUED

1. 50

1. 60

-3.430

-3.417

-3.040

-3.022

.831

.822

.967

.955

-.907

-.906

-.979

-.979

-1.045

-1.045

- .979

- .977

3.363

3.346

3.530

3.510

-1.580

-1.580

-1.671

-1.672

-3.049

-3.077

-2.463

-2.470

.545

.542

.570

.568

-2.496

-2.498

-2.664

-2.666

- .208

- .208

- .236

- .235
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TABLE 2

Test of the accuracy of the average pion mass approximation.

Column (a) gives the G matrix in fm using different pion

masses for T=l(nn) and T=l(np) states and then averaging.

Column (b) gives that using average pion mass. These matrix

elements are not multiplied by statistical weights.

6 = .93 m* = .884

State

(a)

c

(b)

.0875 -27.65 -27.63

.1750 -26.40 -26.38

.2625 -24.71 -24.70

.3500 -22.83 -22.82

.4375 -20.93 -20.92

.5250 -19.08 -19.08
0

.6125 -17.36 -17.36



TABLE 3.
Surnmary of Binding Energy Results (MeV)

---------------_.
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-1
kF(fm ) Reid Bressel

. 7 .- 3.35 .. 3.75

.8 - 4.47

. 9 - 5.78 - 6.43

1.0 - 7.19

1.1 .- 8.57 - 9.67

1.2 - 9.80

1.3 -10.72 -12.75

1. 36 --11.08 -13.51

1.4 -11.19 -13.97

1. 43 -11. 31

1.5 -11.0S -14.77

1.6 -10.21 -14.98

1.7 -14.50

1.8 - 5.46 -13.04

----------_._-----



TABLE 4

Check on the hermiticity of the G matrix in the coupled

S-D case

97

k F = 1.36, 2Y = 2, m* = .6

k

.250000 .000000 ':"2.7531 -2.7530

.250000 .250000 -2.1422 -2.1422

.250000 .500000 -1.1371 -1.1370

.250000 .750000 - .5207 - .5205

.250000 1.000000 - .2389 - .2387

.250000 1. 320434 - .0911 - .0940

.250000 1.640869 - .0393 - .0393

.250000 1.961303 - .0161 - .OH;O

.250000 2.281737 - .0047 - .0046

.500000 0.000000 -8.0t123 -8.0428

.500000 0.250000 -6.7819 --6.7823

.500000 0.500000 -4.1922 -4.1926

.500000 .750000 -2.1152 -2.1155

.500000 1.000000 -1. 0025 -1.0026

.500000 1. 320434 - .3966 - .3966

.500000 1. 640869 - .1648 - .1647

.500000 1.961303 0- .0667 - .0663

.500000 2.281737 - .0191 - .0186

--~--------------------------



TABLE 5

to the effective interactions by the formula

parameters a. (in fm- 2 ) give the range of
l

Parameters of the Gaussians 2fitted
5 -a.r

Veff(kp ) = i:1 ci(kp ) e l The

the gaussians while c. 's give the strength in MeV.
l

Reid Soft Core potential

has been used in deriving the effective force. The Fermi momentum kF is in

units of fm- 1

a =2
2.56 a =3

State

6.4 x 10-1

= Iso
a 4 = 4.0 = 1.6 x 10-1

.7

.9

1.1

1. 36

1.40

x 10-3 x 10-3 x 10-1 2c 1 c 2 c 3 c 4 x 10. c 5

2.78603848 -1.3880526 -8.04985268 -1.43324171 -1.75478351

2.59647841 -1.28986101 -7.43827972 -1. 42889979 -1.83124995

2.55874304 -1.27083148 -7.10055152 -1.40718883 -1.90538816

2.63463627 -1.31262774 -6.8240139 -1.38250401 -1.97448823

2.65426473 -1. 32342739 -6.78759891 -1.37886194 -1.98367688

o



TABLE 6

SAME AS TABLE 5

State = 38
1

Ct
1

= 4.0 Ct
2

= 3.6 x 10-1
Ct

3
= 4.0 x 10-2

Ct
4

= 1.0 Ct
5

= 1.6 x 10-1

k p
-3 1 -2 c

5
x 101

c 1 x 10 c 2 c 3 x 10 c 4 x 10

.7 1. 69306276 -7.64189677 -1.09576487 -4.24064230 -7.6319631

.9 1. 47348187 -5.30050549 -1.23409665 -3.60165609 -2.5681249

1.0 1.42668013 -3.66726921 -1.28919054 -3.44552054 -1.7073057

1.1 1. 40091185 -1.72528595 -1.30590170 -3.34336304 -2.05639657

1.2 1.38622227 0.30274847 -1.29027073 -3.26972050 -3.24808028

1.3 1.36951196 2.06108148 -1.26651573 -3.19848310 -4.64167726

1. 36 1. 34831179 2.77291840 -1.25987848 -3.13769487 -5.25591491

o

\.0
\.0



TABLE 7

SAME AS TABLE 5

Residual tensor force from Reid potential for 3s_3 D states

a 1 = 3.24 a 2 = 2.56 a
3

= 6.4 x 10-1 a
4

= 4.0 x 10-2 a
5

= 1.6 x 10-1

kp
-3 -3 -1 1c 1 x 10 c 2 x 10 c 3 x 10 c 4 x 10 c 5

.7 1.50508475 -1.21995237 -7.46562360 -2.34191268 -5.06248089

.8 1.36574440 -1.10991387 -6.76214538 -2.44713877 -5.20225333

.9 1.27967308 -1.04341821 -6.30220964 -2.50632911 -5.38028264

1.0 1.22477976 -1.00271993 -5.97910612 -2.50776004 -5.58716025

1.1 1.18990384 - .978588982 -5.75696224 -2.45642314 -5.79926458

1.2 1.16621568 - .963345419 -5.63402174 -2.39015644 -5.97521187

1.3 1.15280387 - .956391243 -5.57389023 -2.31721931 -6.11573581

$: 1.36 1.14132891 - .948368063 - 5 . 6 0 0"9 377 4 -2.24413611 -6.16770444()

$:
»
(j)
-1
rn
:::0
C
2
<rn
:::0
~ f-'

~ 0
0

!:
u
;;I
~

~



TABLE 8

1 96 = 3.6 X 10-1
Ct 1 = • Ct 2

SAME AS TABLE 5

State I p
1

-1
Ct 3 = 6.4 x 10 = 1.6 x 10-1

.7 3.11113730 -4.68665069 1.59101631 3.01179913 6.23910522

.9 3.60083462 -4.64759574 1.57708558 3.01774203 5.85523457

1.0 3.86977643 -4.62106120 1. 56811532 3.02284178 5.59641199

1.2 4.46589450 -4.55447185 1.54586532 3.03969579 4.98335269

1.3 4.77300296 -4.52079569 1.53420925 3.04674581 4.71990500

1.36 4.95193717 -4.50164620 1.52750537 3.04982334 4.58613963

1. 40 5.07596384 -4.48735898 1.52251673 3.05193614 4.48986638

c>



TABLE 9

- 1.6 x 10-1-24.0 x 10 a 5

Same as Table 5 but Bresse1 potential has been used in place of Reid potential

State = Iso
-1= 3.6 x 10 a4 =

kp
-3 -3 -1 1c 1 x 10 c 2 x 10 c 3 x 10 c 4 x 10 c 5

.7 6.44387754 -4.83640353 -1. 61633621 -1.68497683 -1.85853140

.9 5.94168730 -4.45228486 -1.50698654 -1. 68134577 -1. 98443116

1.1 5.70463100 -4.26646106 -1.46790201 -1.66557246 -2.06194449

1.3 5 • 617,39618 -4.19221334 -1. 45736006 -1.65717953 -2.09588505

1. 36 5.61076764 -4.18457343 -1.45544106 -1.65512569 -2.10276045

1. 40 5.60955173 -4.18198105 -1.45419301 -1.65379101 -2.10690455



TABLE 10

SAME AS TABLE 9

State

-1 -2= 3.6 x 10 a 4 = 4.0 x 10 a 5 = 1.6 x 10-1

k
F

-3 -3 -1 1
c 5 x 10 1c 1 x 10 c 2 x 10 c

3
x 10 c 4 x 10

• 7 6.56169314 -4.99689549 -3.46308365 -1.72534804 -7.48379615

.9 5.63339148 -4~26547177 -2.79582298 -1.80011659 -5.71433203

1.1 5.22015836 -3.93521316 -2.25039978 -1.84435212 -6.72518304

1.3 4.99012779 -3.74518321 -1.76166103 -1.78540955 -10.2237017

1. 36 4.92881054 -3.69349518 -1.63965810 -1.76531797 -11.3037038

o

!-'
o
w



TABLE 11

SAJ.'1E AS TABLE 9

Residual Tensor force derived from Bressel potential for 3s _3 D states

-1 -2 -1
a 1 = 4.0 a 2 = 1.96 a 3 = 3.6 x 10 a 4 = 4 x 10 a 5 = 1.6 x 10

k
F

-2 -2 -1 c 4 x 10 1c 1 x 10 c 2 x 10 c 3 x 10 c 5

.7 10.9509999 -7.21904792 -1.85662963 -2.71850686 -4.39857826

.9 9.40229539 -6.16483135 -1.60812320 -2.88145759 -4.83497743

1.1 8.76144643 -5.71849344 -1. 49441542 -2.81615864 -5.32784663
<'

1.3 8.41204248 -5.46082066 -1.51061123 -2.67711328 -5.60916321

1. 36 8.36548860 -5.42126036 -1.52532900 -2.66224502 -5.64991732

1.40 8.29289424 -5.36734856 -1. 55456547 -2.63125928 -5.64447998



TABLE 12

SAME AS TABLE 9

State = I p
1

= 3.24 Cl.. 3
= 6.4 x 10-1

a =4
-24.0 x 10 a =5

-11.6 }t 10

k c 1 x 10-3 ,,,-3 c 3 x ,,,-1 c x
,,,1 c

5-OF C 2 x ..... v ..L.V 4 .LV

.7 -6.69217753 6.73037597 -4.37222406 4.36532326 5.08726025'

.9 -7.03585353 7.07464423 -4.43705939 4.34264561 5.14563504

1.1 -7.37872492 7.41789471 -4.47685396 4.32991971 5.16576466

1.3 -7.75146528 7.79116712 -4.53054134 4.32579420 5.17099760

1.36 -7.86907055 7.90900268 -4.55382452 4.3238869 5.17373262

1. 40 -7.94603870 7.98613045 -4.56997107 4.32259727 5.17570352

I-'
o
(Jl



Veff _ V
T T

106

TABLE 13

Study of the effective energy denominator for the residual
o

tensor force~ Reid Soft Core potential k f = 1.36 fm- 1

22vT
== ~; 6VT ==

T

Radius
(fm)

*

.24 -84.4585 .8100 167.31

.54 -12.0330 -1. 3909 27.21

1.04 - 1. 4562 -1.4025 78.97
0

1.24 .8198 - .8882 - 23.07

1. 34 .6411 - .7007 - 16.48

1. 54 .4165 - .4436 - 12.80

1. 84 .2406 - .2419 - 90.00

2.04 .1.737 - .1703 + 17.71

2.24 .1278 - .1240 + 8.60

o eff
Near r=l fm and r=2 fm the curves for vT(r) and VT (r)

cross each other resulting in a change of sign and large

energy denominators.
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Figure 1.

FIGUFzE CAPTIONS

This is a schematic figure to illustrate

the gap /1,. ER is the reference spectrum. E is

the spectrum of occupied states. /I, is an average

Figure 2.

measure of the separation between the actual

energies of the occupied states and the reference

spectrurn.

This figure illustrates /1,'. U(k) is the

potential energy as a function of relative momen-

tum k. The intermediate states are assumed to

have zero potential energy. U(k) for occupied

states is approximately a quadratic function.

Figure 3. Varia.tion of 1\ with kF . The Fermi momentum

-1
k F is given in units of fm . The line indicated

by 'a' corresponds to the Bressel potential while

'b' corresponds to the Heid potential.

Figure 4.

Figure 5.

Figure 6.

Va~iation of m* with kF . kF is in units of

fm- l . The solid line corresponds to the Bressel

potential and the hroken line to Reid's.

Average potential energy in MeV due to certain

two-body states as a function of Fermi momentum

-]
(in fm). Reid potential.

Same as figure 5. Bressel potential.

111



Figure 7.

112

Variation K with Fermi momentum kF ·(in fm- l )

calcula-ted from reference wave functions but

correcLing for the "in-sea" states. The solid

line corresponds to the Reid Soft Core and the

broken line to the Reid Hard Core (also called

new core) potential.

Figure 8. Variation of K with k
F

(in fm- l ) using exact

wavefu~ctions from KD method. The line 'a'

corresponds to the total value of K for Reid Soft

Core while fbi corresponds to that for Bressel

potential. 'l'he line 'c' gives the contribution

.r:: tl r' . t' - t . 3 3 f - R . d .L t . 1o£ 1e u.onn nan - S sta e In S- D .or el po L.en la

and 'd' gives that for Bressel potential.

Figures 8a, 8b, 8c, 8d. Certain higher order diagrams

Figure 9.

(described in text) which give some contribution

to the binding energy. Figure 8d is known as

the hole-hole interaction and is included In

Day's treatment of four-body diagrams.

-2Effective potential (in fm ) for the state

1 So is plotted against the radius r (in fm) .

Curve (a) corresponds to the effective potential

derived from Reid potential while (b) corresponds

to that from Bressel potential. The right hand

scale (also in fm- 2) is to be used for the

attractive part of (a). These curves correspond

-1
t~o ·the Fenni momentum kF=l. 36 fm .
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Figure ga. Variation of ~- with Fermi momentum k F .
a

V corresponds to the effective potential at a

certain density (determined by k F ) and Va is

--I
that at k F=1.36 fm . Curve 'a' corresponds to

a radiL:s r=.24 fm, 'b' to r==.30 fm, 'c' to

r=1.84 fm and Id' to r=.89 fm. Curves 'a' and

'd' correspond to the repulsive and the attractive

Figure 10.

peaks respectively.

Effective interaction (in fm- 2 ) from super

Figure 11.

soft potentials of Sprung and Srivastava. r is

in units of fm. Curve (a) corresponds to the

effective force derived from the potential called

PP-2, (b) from SSC, (c) from PP-l and (d) from

NP-2.

Plot of the wave defect X obtained from three

potentials against r (in fm). Curve (a) corre-

sponds to Reid potential, (h) to Bressel potential

and (c) to NP-2 of Sprung and Srivastava.

Figure 12. Effective potential (in fm- 2 ) for the state

3S1 plotted against r (in fm). Curve (a) corre-

-1sponds to k F=1.36 fm and

The right hand scale (also

-1(b) to kF=.7 fm .

in fm- 2 ) is to be

used for the attractive part of the potential.

Reid po-tcmtial has been used.

Figure 13. The ratio ~ for the effective 381 potential
o

of figure 12 is plotted against k
F

(in fm- 2 ) for
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Figure 13. cont'd.

differ2nt values of radius r. The values of r

chosen lie in the repulsive part of the potential.

Curve (a) corresponds to r=.4 fm, (b) to r~.3

fm, and (c) to r=.2 fm. The broken line is

for r=.49 fro. Here again V corresponds to

potent~al at a certain density and Va that at

_ -1
k F=1.3(, fm . The analytical formula g i V9n in

the ·te}:t tries to fit curve (b).

of

Figure 14.

Figure 15.

Figure 16.

Sc:.me as figure 13, but for those values of

r which are in the attractive region. Curve

(a) for r=.79 fTIl, (b) for r=.91l fm, (c) for 1.09

fm, (d) for r=1.19 fm and the broken line for

r=1.34 fm.

Effective residual tensor force (in fm- 2 )

is plotted against r (in fm). Curve (a) corre-

-1 -1
sponds to k p =.7 fm and (b) to k p =1.36 fm .

Reid po-c:ential.

The ratio ~ for the residual tensor force
a -1

figure 15 is plotted against k F (in fm ).

V and Va have the same meaning as before. The

upper 4 curves correspond to repulsive part of

the potentiu.l. (a) corresponds to r=.30 fm,

(b) to r=.28 fm, (c) to r=.22 fm and (d) to

r=.16 fnl. The broken line is the fitted curve.

The lower four lines correspond to the attractive
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Figure 16. cont'd.

part of the potential. (e) to r=. 99 fm, (f)

Figure 17.

to r=.79 fm, (g) to r=.74 fm and (h) to .69 fm.

The broken line is the fiJcted curve.

1 -2
Effective PI potential (in fm ) from Reid

potential is plotted against r (in fm). Curve

-1 -1
(a) is for kF=1.36 fm and (b) for k F=.7 fm .

Figure 18. The ratio ~ for ·the I PI potential of figure
o

17 is plotted against k p (in fm- 1 ). Curve (a)

corresponds to r=.84 fm, (b) to r=.64 fm, (c)

to r=.3 fm and (d) to r=.22 fm. The broken line

is the fitted curve.

Figure 19. 3 .-2
Effective Sl potential (In fm ) from

Bressel pot~ntial is plotted against r (in fm).

The lowar scale is for the attractive part only.

-1
Curve (a) corresponds to k F=.7 fm and (b) to

-1
k F=1.36 fw .

Figure 20. V
The ratio V

o
for

19 is plotted against

3the SL potential of figure

-1k F (in fm ). The lower

Figure 21.

2 curves are for the 'repulsive peak and the upper

2 for attractive peak. Curve (a) corresponds to

r=.7189 fm f (b) to r=.806 fm, (c) to r=.663 fm

and (d) to r=.5617 fm. The broken lines are

fitted curves for these two regions.

-2The effective residual tensor force (in fm )

from BrE'ssel pot.ential is plo·tted agains·t r
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Figure 21. cont'd.

(in fm) . Tho curve (a)
-1

is for k F=.7 fm and

(b)
-1for k F=1.36 fm . The potential still

contai:lS a factor of 18 which is the matrix

element of 5 12 ,

Figure 22. The ratio ~ - for the effective tensor force
a

of fig~re 21 is plotted against kF (in fm- l ).

Curve (a) is for r=.6632 fm, (b) for r=.5995 fm,

(c) foe r=1.155 fm. The broken line is the fitted

curve.

fromFigure 23.

Figure 24.

ff t · Ip t t' 1 (. f - 2)E-_ec lve 1 po en-la In-m

Bressel potential is plotted against r (in fm).

-1Curve (a) is for kF=1.36 fm and (b) for

V 1
~le ratio for the PI potential of figureVa

23 is plotted against kF . Curve (a) is for

r=.784. fm, (b) for r=.7189 fnt, (c) for r=.5278

fnt and (d) for r=.3924 fm. The broken line is

the fitted st. line.
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